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Necessitated by the demand for ever higher data rates, modern communications 
waveforms have increasingly wider bandwidths and higher signal dynamics. Furthermore, 
radio devices are expected to transmit and receive a growing number of different waveforms 
from cellular networks, wireless local area networks, wireless personal area networks, 
positioning and navigation systems, as well as broadcast systems. On the other hand, 
commercial wireless devices are expected to be cheap, be relatively small in size, and have a 
long battery life. 
The demands for flexibility and higher data rates on one hand, and the constraints on 
production cost, device size, and energy efficiency on the other, pose difficult challenges on 
the design and implementation of future radio transceivers. Under these diametric constraints, 
in order to keep the overall implementation cost and size feasible, the use of simplified radio 
architectures and relatively low-cost radio electronics are necessary. This notion is even more 
relevant for multiple antenna systems, where each antenna has a dedicated radio front-end. 
The combination of simplified radio front-ends and low-cost electronics implies that various 
nonidealities in the remaining analog radio frequency (RF) modules, stemming from 
unavoidable physical limitations and material variations of the used electronics, are expected 
to play a critical role in these devices. Instead of tightening the specifications and tolerances 
of the analog circuits themselves, a more cost-effective solution in many cases is to 
compensate for these nonidealities in the digital domain. This line of research has been 
gaining increasing interest in the last 10-15 years, and is also the main topic area of this work. 
The direct-conversion radio principle is the current and future choice for building low-
cost but flexible, multi-standard radio transmitters and receivers. The direct-conversion radio, 
while simple in structure and integrable on a single chip, suffers from several performance 
degrading circuit impairments, which have historically prevented its use in wideband, high-
rate, and multi-user systems. In the last 15 years, with advances in integrated circuit 
technologies and digital signal processing, the direct-conversion principle has started gaining 
popularity. Still, however, much work is needed to fully realize the potential of the direct-
conversion principle. 
This thesis deals with the analysis and digital mitigation of the implementation 
nonidealities of direct-conversion transmitters and receivers. The contributions can be divided 
into three parts. First, techniques are proposed for the joint estimation and predistortion of in-
phase/quadrature-phase (I/Q) imbalance, power amplifier (PA) nonlinearity, and local 
oscillator (LO) leakage in wideband direct-conversion transmitters. Second, methods are 
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developed for estimation and compensation of I/Q imbalance in wideband direct-conversion 
receivers, based on second-order statistics of the received communication waveforms. Third, 
these second-order statistics are analyzed for second-order stationary and cyclostationary 
signals under several other system impairments related to circuit implementation and the radio 
channel. This analysis brings new insights on I/Q imbalances and their compensation using 
the proposed algorithms. The proposed algorithms utilize complex-valued signal processing 
throughout, and naturally assume a widely-linear form, where both the signal and its 
complex-conjugate are filtered and then summed. The compensation processing is situated in 
the digital front-end of the transceiver, as the last step before digital-to-analog conversion in 
transmitters, or in receivers, as the first step after analog-to-digital conversion. 
The compensation techniques proposed herein have several common, unique, attributes: 
they are designed for the compensation of frequency-dependent impairments, which is seen 
critical for future wideband systems; they require no dedicated training data for learning; the 
estimators are computationally efficient, relying on simple signal models, gradient-like 
learning rules, and solving sets of linear equations; they can be applied in any transceiver type 
that utilizes the direct-conversion principle, whether single-user or multi-user, or single-
carrier or multi-carrier; they are modulation, waveform, and standard independent; they can 
also be applied in multi-antenna transceivers to each antenna subsystem separately. Therefore, 
the proposed techniques provide practical and effective solutions to real-life circuit 
implementation problems of modern communications transceivers. Altogether, considering 
the algorithm developments with the extensive experimental results performed to verify their 
functionality, this thesis builds strong confidence that low-complexity digital compensation of 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
The world has witnessed an unprecedented growth of wireless communications during the 
past 20 years, accompanied by big economical, technological, social, and even societal 
changes. The number of wireless devices has exploded and keeps on growing, and the 
Wireless World Research Forum (WWRF) projects that by 2020, 7 milliard ( 97 10× ) wireless 
devices will be serving the global population [28]. The data transfer capacity per wireless 
device has also been growing constantly, being motivated by wideband multimedia 
applications such as video and music, as well as increased online gaming and internet 
browsing in general. The International Telecommunication Union’s Radiocommunication 
Sector (ITU-R) has specified the so-called IMT-Advanced requirements for fourth generation 
(4G) cellular wireless standards, calling for device peak data rates between 100 Mbit/s and 1 
Gbit/s, depending on mobility [61]. From technology point of view, the increased data rates 
are being fueled (among other factors) by advances in integrated circuit (IC) technology and 
communication theory, most notably through the development of multiple antenna techniques 
and iterative receiver structures [49]. In spite of the many technological advances of the past 
20 years, there are still many challenges ahead before technology catches up with these 
aspirations. 
An important characteristic of modern wireless devices is multi-standard operation, i.e., 
the ability to receive and transmit a wide variety of different waveforms over different carrier 
frequencies, from cellular networks (GSM, UMTS, LTE), wireless metropolitan, local and 
personal area networks (IEEE 802.16, 802.11, and 802.15 –series, respectively), positioning 
and navigation (GPS and Galileo), as well as broadcast networks (DVB-T/H, DAB, FM radio) 
[75]. The reconfigurability or flexibility of transceivers, in line with the software defined radio 
(SDR) principle, will enable adoption of new standards and waveforms through software 
updates only, without hardware changes [141]. The SDR is also the platform of cognitive 
radio (CR) devices [91], which are expected to bring big improvements in spectral efficiency 
through opportunistic spectrum usage. 























Figure 1-1: Conceptual radio transmitter (left) and radio receiver (right) block-diagrams using quadrature 
(I/Q) mixing. In plain direct-conversion radio, the I and Q signal are baseband signals while in the low-IF 
radio, the I and Q signals are intermediate frequency signals. 
On the other hand, there is an overriding trend in consumer electronics of ever-falling 
prices. This has been driven by improvements in manufacturing efficiency and automation, 
lower labor costs by moving manufacturing facilities to lower-income countries, and 
increased miniaturization, which is a direct result of advances in integrated circuit (IC) 
technologies and the adoption of simpler transceiver structures such as the direct-conversion 
architecture. These observations apply to non-consumer electronics as well, such as cellular 
basestation radios, although the cost-per-device is not as important in these lower volume 
markets. An important additional constraint for battery-powered devices is power 
consumption, which should be optimized for longer battery life without sacrificing too much 
performance. 
The demands for multi-standard operation, flexibility, and higher data rates on one hand, 
and the constraints on production cost, device size, and energy efficiency on the other, pose 
difficult challenges on the design and implementation of future radio transceivers [15], [88], 
[90]. Under these diametric constraints, in order to keep the overall implementation costs and 
size feasible, the use of simplified radio architectures and low-cost radio electronics are 
necessary. The direct-conversion radio architecture (or zero-IF or homodyne architecture) is 
considered as one of the most promising radio structures for building flexible multi-standard 
radios at a low cost [3], [5], [10], [15], [27], [75], [84], [88], [90], [110], [141]. The direct-
conversion transmitter and receiver (DCT and DCR) are depicted in Figure 1-1. Here, the 
signal is converted directly from radio frequencies (RF) to baseband (in a DCR), or from 
baseband to RF (in a DCT), without any intermediate frequency (IF) stages. Thus, compared 
to the traditional superheterodyne principle, the IF stages, which are typically off-chip 
components, are replaced by baseband stages. Furthermore, the RF image rejection (IR) filter 
becomes unnecessary. Instead, image rejection is provided by the coherent complex mixing 
with quadrature (90-degree phase difference) local oscillator (LO) signals, which theoretically 
gives infinite image rejection. Removal of the off-chip IF stages and IR filter allows for the 
whole receiver or transmitter (with the exception of the power amplifier) to be integrated on a 
single chip, using cheap IC technology such as CMOS [5], [15], [75], [84], [88], [111]. 
The use of direct-conversion principle in combination with low cost radio electronics 
gives rise to certain implementation-related problems, stemming from the physical limitations 
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Figure 1-2: Digital receiver where functionalities of the traditional radio front-end are shared between the 
analog front-end (AFE) and the digital front-end (DFE). Adapted from [52]. 
and component variations of the used electronics [3], [110]. Nonideal gain and phase 
matching of the two signal branches creates the so-called I/Q imbalance or I/Q mismatch 
problem, which compromises the image rejection capabilities of DCR’s and DCT’s [90], 
[110], [144], [P1], [P2], [P5]-[P8]. Signal leakages between LO ports and other components 
create DC offsets in DCR’s, and LO leakage in DCT’s [3], [35] [90], [111], [127]. Even-order 
intermodulation products and flicker noise are other inherent problems in DCR’s [3], [110]. In 
DCT’s, power amplifier nonlinearity, I/Q imbalance, and LO leakage interact in a way that 
the created problems are greater than the sum of the parts [22], [34], [P3], [P4]. 
Instead of tightening specifications and tolerances of the radio front-ends themselves, a 
more cost-effective solution in many cases is to handle the consequences of these 
nonidealities in the digital domain, using sophisticated digital signal processing (DSP) [37]. 
This line of research, sometimes called “dirty RF” signal processing (due to Fettweis et al. 
[37]), has gained increasing interest in the past 10-15 years, and it is also the general topic 
area of this thesis. 
The general idea of shifting functionalities that have traditionally been implemented with 
analog techniques to the digital domain is at the core of the software-defined radio (SDR) 
paradigm [52], [88], [89], [141]. The objective of SDR is to provide a flexible, reconfigurable 
radio platform that is capable of accommodating both current and future communication 
standards, thus operating over a wide variety of carrier frequencies, bandwidths, and 
waveforms. SDR implies that the A/D interface be as close to the antenna as possible. 
However, RF sampling (digitization at RF frequencies) is not attainable in the near future 
with sufficient dynamic range, low power consumption, and low cost. The direct-conversion 
principle represents an appealing alternative for implementing SDR’s, minimizing the needed 
analog components as well as offering a good tradeoff between flexibility, performance, and 
implementation cost. 
Moving the A/D interface closer to the antenna also implies that functionalities of the 
traditional radio front-end such as channel selection filtering and synchronization need to be 
split between the analog front-end (AFE) and digital front-end (DFE) [52], [88], [89]. In 
addition to channelization and synchronization, the DFE also performs sample-rate 
conversion, as well as most of the dirty RF signal processing, such as I/Q imbalance 
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compensation in DCR’s and DCT’s, and PA digital predistortion. Figure 1-2 depicts a 
conceptual digital receiver housing a digital front-end. 
1.2 Thesis Objectives 
The ultimate objective of this thesis is to facilitate the implementation of cheaper, smaller, 
and more energy efficient radio front-ends for wideband, multi-standard, and multi-user radio 
systems, through the application of sophisticated DSP techniques. To this end, the goal is to 
develop novel algorithms for estimating and compensating for the performance-degrading 
impairments in direct-conversion transmitters and receivers, and to test them in realistic 
scenarios with extensive computer simulations and laboratory RF measurements. 
1.3 Thesis Contributions and Structure 
The main outcomes of this thesis are: developing several novel algorithms for 
compensating I/Q mismatches in wideband, multi-standard, multi-user DCRs [P2], [P5]-[P7] 
(reviewed in Chapter 4 of this manuscript); analyzing the second-order statistics of DCR 
front-end signals under impairments related to the circuit implementation and the radio 
channel [P2], [P8] (in Chapter 3); establishing the concept of time-average properness, which 
is essential for analyzing and understanding the second-order statistics of cyclostationary 
signals under I/Q imbalances (in Chapter 3); developing an algorithm for the estimation and 
predistortion of frequency-selective I/Q mismatch in DCTs [P1] (in Chapter 5); developing 
the first ever predistortion structure for the joint compensation of frequency-selective power 
amplifier nonlinearity, I/Q mismatch, and LO leakage in DCTs [P3] (in Chapter 5); deriving 
estimation algorithms and procedures for training the previous predistorter structure [P3], [P4] 
(in Chapter 5).  
All the results outlined above, and all the techniques introduced in this thesis, are in 
principle applicable to almost any type of communication signals, whether they are single or 
multi-carrier signals, single or multi-user signals, or sums of such signals, independent of 
modulation format. Furthermore, they can be applied in multi-antenna systems to each 
antenna subsystem separately. They are thus very generally applicable, and waveform and 
standard independent. Due to their nature, the techniques can find application in basestation as 
well as mobile transceivers in cellular networks, broadcast transmitters, as well as future 
software-defined, flexible, radio terminals targeted for cognitive radio. 
Several supplementary articles related to the thesis scope, including two book chapters 
and six conference articles, have also been published by the Author together with his 
supervisors and colleagues. These are: book chapters related to I/Q imbalance modeling and 
compensation in [8], and to joint predistortion of PA nonlinearity, I/Q imbalance, and LO 
leakage in [150]; the conference publications dealing with the effects and mitigation of 
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receiver I/Q imbalance with specific modulation formats (WCDMA, SC-FDMA, and OFDM, 
respectively) in [132], [6], and [7]; the overview of radio implementation challenges in 3G-
LTE context in [146]; the measurement-based studies on digital transmitter I/Q imbalance 
calibration in [59] and [90]. 
The thesis is organized such, that Chapters 2 and 3 introduce the needed background 
theory, while Chapters 4 and 5 present the main contributions of the thesis (although some 
novel results are presented already in Chapter 3). Chapter 2 introduces the essentials of digital 
front-end signal processing in radio transceivers, including complex (I/Q) baseband 
representation of bandpass signals; modeling, implications, and compensation structures for 
I/Q imbalances and PA nonlinearity. In Chapter 3, the second-order statistics of I/Q signals 
are presented. Definition of time-average properness and its spectral interpretation in 
Subsection 3.4 are new results, while Subsection 3.5, which deals with the effects of RF and 
circuit impairments on properness, presents results from [P8] and [P2]. The main results of 
the receiver signal processing studies of [P2], [P5]-[P7] are recapped in Chapter 4, while 
Chapter 5 reviews the results of the transmitter calibration studies, originally published in 
[P1], [P3], [P4]. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a summary and some prospects 
for future research. 
1.4 Author’s Contribution to the Publications 
The research topics of receiver and transmitter I/Q imbalance compensation were 
proposed by Prof. Valkama, originally in the framework of a Tekes-funded project with Nokia 
Networks. Prof. Valkama’s article [148] was the inspiration for the development of the 
circularity-based algorithms for receivers in [P2], [P5]-[P7], all of which were developed by 
the author. The concept and algorithms for transmitter I/Q imbalance compensation in [P1] 
were developed by the author. The analysis in all these publications was done by the author, 
except for subsections III B. and III C. in [P2], which were done by Prof. Valkama. The 
writing of [P2] and [P7] were joint efforts between the author and Prof. Valkama (in 
proportions of about 80%/20%, respectively), while [P1], [P5], [P6] were written mostly by 
the author. The idea, analysis, simulations, and writing in [P8] were done solely by the author. 
Prof. Valkama has naturally contributed to the final appearance of all these publications. 
The studies on joint predistortion of PA nonlinearity, I/Q mismatch and LO leakage were 
initiated by Prof. Händel of KTH, Stockholm, Sweden, who visited our lab in the fall of 2008. 
Prof. Händel provided the first version of the joint predistorter structure, which the Author 
then developed to the final structure introduced in [P3]. The recursive implementation and its 
training procedures in [P4] were developed by the author. The analysis and writing in [P3], 
[P4] was performed by the author, but Prof. Händel and Prof. Valkama both contributed to the 
final structure and appearance of the papers. 
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1.5 Mathematical Notations and Definitions 
Time-domain signals and systems are written in italic lower case ( ( )x t  or ( )x n ), while 
the corresponding frequency-domain expressions or transfer functions are in italic upper case 
( ( )X f , ( )X z , or ( )jX e w ). Vectors are in bold lower case (x ), and the corresponding italic 
lower case letter with subscript i ( ix ) refers to the ith entry of x . Bold upper case letters are 
used to denote matrices (X ), and the corresponding italic lower case letter with subscript kl  (
klx ) refers to the ( , )k l  entry of X . The notation ( , )k lX  may also be used when appropriate. 
Vectors are in bold lower case (x ), and the corresponding italic letter with subscript k ( kx ) 
refers to the kth  entry  of  x . Transpose, conjugate transpose, conjugate, matrix inverse, and 
matrix pseudo-inverse are indicated by superscripts T( )× , H( )× , ( )*× , 1( )-× , and ( )+× , 
respectively. 
The expected value of a random variable X with probability density function (pdf) ( )p x  is 
defined by 
 E[ ] ( )X xp x dx
¥
-¥ò ,  (1.1) 
whereas the expected valued of the function ( )Y g X=  of the random variable X is [126] 
 E[ ] ( ) ( )Y g x p x dx
¥
-¥ò . (1.2) 
The Fourier transform (FT) of a deterministic, continuous-time, complex-valued signal 
( )x t  is defined as 
 2( ) { ( )} ( ) j ftX f x t x t e dtp
¥ -
-¥
= ò .  (1.3) 
The corresponding inverse Fourier transform (IFT) is 
 1 21( ) { ( )} ( )
2




= ò .  (1.4) 
The discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT) and inverse DTFT of a complex-valued discrete-
time signal ( )x n , with sample interval T and frequency variable 2 fTw p= , are defined as 
 ( ) { ( )} ( )j j n
n




= å .  (1.5) 
 1 1( ) { ( )} ( )
2







= ò .  (1.6) 
A Fourier transform pair is denoted by 
 ( ) ( )x t X f«  or ( ) ( )jx n X e w« . (1.7) 
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We denote the convolution of a signal ( )x t  and the impulse response ( )h t  of a linear 
time-invariant (LTI) system as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )h t x t x h t dl l l
¥
-¥
-ò . (1.8) 
For discrete-time signal ( )x n  and impulse response ( )h n , the discrete convolution is 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
m
h n x n x m h n m
¥
=-¥






Chapter 2  
Transceiver Signal Processing Essentials 
Complex-valued (I/Q) signal processing is an important ingredient in today’s radio 
communication systems. Analog I/Q processing is used for frequency translations and image 
rejection, while digital I/Q processing is necessary for any baseband processing of a bandpass 
communication signal, from synchronization to channel equalization and detection [19], [87], 
[89], [90], [102]. In this Chapter, the fundamentals of complex-valued signal processing for 
communications are briefly introduced. Widely linear filtering is defined. Some of the 
inherent circuit implementation problems of direct-conversion radios are addressed, with the 
focus on frequency-selective I/Q mismatches and PA nonlinear distortion, and their 
interactions. 
In this Chapter, we concentrate on deterministic signal models, because of their simple 
and well-defined relations between the time and frequency domains, through the Fourier and 
inverse Fourier transforms (FT and IFT, respectively). Similar relations hold for random 
signals also, but the frequency-domain equivalent of a random process is a spectral process, 
which is a more laborious mathematical construct compared to the FT (see [80] for details). 
Complex-valued random signals will be described through their second-order statistical 
properties in Chapter 3. 
A complex-valued continuous-time signal is defined as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )x t u t j v t= + × ,  (2.1) 
where ( )u t  and ( )v t  are real-valued continuous-time signals, and 2 1j = -  defines the 
imaginary unit. Even though a complex signal is simply a pair of real-valued signals, complex 
notation gives certain insights that are not evident with real-valued signal models, and it also 
leads to more economical mathematical notations and derivations [85], [87], [120].  
With complex notations, unidirectional frequency translation of a signal ( )s t  by 
frequency 0w  is expressed compactly as  
 0 0( ) exp( ) ( )s t j t s tw= .  (2.2) 
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Figure 2-1: Amplitude spectra of (a) a real-valued bandpass signal, (b) its analytic signal, and (c) its 
complex envelope. 
The operation is called complex mixing. Denoting ( ) ( ) ( )s t u t jv t= +  and making use of 
Euler’s identity exp( ) cos sinj jf f f± = ± , we can rewrite (2.2) as 
 0 0 0 0 0( ) cos( ) ( ) sin( ) ( ) [sin( ) ( ) cos( ) ( )]s t w t u t w t v t j w t u t w t v t= - + + . (2.3) 
Complex mixing thus entails four real-valued mixing operations. More generally, 
multiplication of two complex-valued numbers corresponds to four real-valued 
multiplications. 
Another example of the insights brought on by complex signal models is the spectrum of 
a complex-valued signal ( ) ( ) ( )x t u t j v t= + × . Denote the FT of the signal as 
( ) { ( )} ( ) ( )X f x t U f jV f= = + , where ( ) { ( )} Re{ ( )} Im{ ( )}U f u t U f j U f= = +  and 
( )V f =  { ( )} Re{ ( )} Im{ ( )}v t V f j V f= + . The amplitude spectrum ( )X f  has the form  
 { } { }( ) { } { }( )2 2( ) Re ( ) Im ( ) Re ( ) Im ( )X f U f V f V f U f= - + + , (2.4) 
while the amplitude spectra of the real and imaginary parts reads  
 
{ } { }
{ } { }
2 2
2 2
( ) Re ( ) Im ( )
( ) Re ( ) Im ( )
U f U f U f




The amplitude spectra of the real-valued signals, ( )U f  and ( )V f , are symmetric. The 
amplitude spectrum of the complex-valued signal ( )X f , however, does not exhibit any 
symmetry in general [102]. Thus, simply viewing the FTs of the real and imaginary parts of 
( )x t , one can not immediately visualize its actual spectral content. A related benefit, from 
signal processing point of view, is that complex signals allow processing the positive and 
negative parts of the spectrum separately. 
2.1 Bandpass and Complex I/Q Signals and Systems 
A real-valued bandpass signal ( )s t  is defined as a signal having frequency content only in 
a narrow band of frequencies around a center frequency cf , as shown in Figure 2-1 (a). The 
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Fourier transform of ( )s t  is ( )S f . The analytic signal of ( )s t  is obtained by retaining only 
the positive frequencies of ( )S f , that is  
 ( ) 2 ( ) ( )S f u f S f+ =   (2.6) 
where ( )u f  is the unit step function. This is illustrated in Figure 2-1 (b). The time domain 
representation of (2.6) is [102] 
 ( )
1( ) ( ( ))
1
( ) ( )
1
( ) ( )
s t S f
t j s t
t












  (2.7) 
where  
 1( ) ( )HTs t s ttp
    (2.8) 
is called the Hilbert transform of ( )s t , and the filter  
 1( )h t
tp
   (2.9) 
is known as the Hilbert transformer or Hilbert filter (see [89], [102] for more details).  
An equivalent lowpass representation of the analytic bandpass signal ( )S f+  can be 
obtained by simple frequency translation, as ( ) ( )L cS f S f f+ + , depicted in Figure 2-1 (c), 




( ) ( )







s t s t e









The (generally complex-valued) lowpass signal ( ) ( ) ( )L I Qs t s t js t+  is usually called the 
complex envelope of ( )s t , or simply the baseband equivalent of ( )s t .  
Another way of generating the complex envelope, which is equivalent to (2.10) for the 
relatively narrow signal band of interest, can be obtained as follows. First, replace the filter 
( )t j td p+  in (2.7) with an analytic bandpass filter ( ) ( )h t H f¢ ¢« , which has been obtained 
from a real-valued lowpass filter ( ) ( )L Lh t H f«  through frequency translation, i.e., 
( ) ( )L cH f H f f¢ - . ( )H f¢  passes the signal on the positive frequency axis unchanged, but 
suppresses the copy on the negative frequency axis. The analytic signal, in frequency domain, 
is ( ) ( ) ( )S f H f S f+¢ ¢= . Frequency translation yields the baseband equivalent 
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( ) ( )
( ) ( )




S f S f f
H f f S f f




  (2.11) 
where the order of filtering and downconversion has now been exchanged, by replacing the 
bandpass filter with the real-valued lowpass filter ( )Lh t  [89]. Going back to the time domain, 
and applying the Euler identity exp( ) cos sinj jf f f± = ± , we obtain 
 
2( ) ( ) ( ( ) )
( ) ( ( )cos2 ) ( ) ( ( )sin2 )
cj f t
L L
L c L c
s t h t s t e







  (2.12) 
Equation (2.12) can be seen to correspond almost exactly to the direct-conversion receiver in 
Figure 1-1, and represents a simple and practical way of extracting the complex envelope of a 
real-valued bandpass signal ( )s t . 
Frequency translation of (2.10) into the opposite direction yields 
 2( ) ( ) ( ) cj f tHT Ls t js t s t e p+ = . (2.13) 
If we substitute ( ) ( ) ( )L I Qs t s t js t= +  into (2.13), apply the Euler identity, and match the 




( ) Re{ ( ) }
1
( ) ( )
2





j f t j f t
L L
I c Q c
s t s t e
s t e s t e








  (2.14) 
The last form of (2.14) is known as the quadrature carrier representation of the bandpass 
signal ( )s t , and ( )Is t  and ( )Qs t  are called the in-phase (I) and quadrature-phase (Q) 
components of ( )s t . The lowpass signals ( )Is t  and ( )Qs t  can be viewed as amplitude 
modulating the cosine and sine carriers. The terminology stems from the carriers being in 
phase quadrature, i.e., 90 degrees apart. 
The quadrature carrier representation is useful from modulation point of view, since it 
reveals the possibility of transmitting two independent real-valued signals ( )Is t  and ( )Qs t  
(or, equivalently, a single complex-valued signal ( )Ls t ) on the same frequency band, a 
technique known as I/Q modulation. The direct-conversion transmitter, for example, uses this 
modulation principle for upconverting the baseband signals to RF, as was seen in Figure 1-1. 
Compared to traditional AM or DSB modulations, I/Q modulation doubles the spectral 
efficiency. I/Q modulation is used extensively in almost all current and emerging radio system 
standards. 
A third possible representation of a bandpass signal can be obtained by first writing the 
complex envelope in polar form as ( )( ) ( ) j tLs t a t e q= , where 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )L I Qa t s t s t s t= = +   
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( )S f
cf
( )LS f ( )LS f ( )LS f
c IFf f+c IFf f-
IFf IFfIFf-
cf- c IFf f- -c IFf f- +
 
Figure 2-2: Direct-conversion receiver variants: (a) single-channel DCR, (b) low-IF receiver, and (c) 
multi-channel or multi-carrier DCR. The dashed lines represent the baseband channel-selection filters. 
and 1( ) tan [ ( )/ ( )]Q It s t s tq -=  are the envelope and phase, respectively, of ( )Ls t . Then, the 
polar representation of the bandpass signal becomes 
 ( ) ( )cos[2 ( )]cs t a t f t tp q= + .  (2.15) 




( ) { ( )}
[ ( ) ( )]L c L c
S f s t
S f f S f f*
=
= - + - -

  (2.16) 
where ( )LS f  is the Fourier transform of ( )Ls t . 
Up to now, the description of the complex envelope has been very general. It is useful to 
notice that the complex envelope need not be a single signal, but can basically represent a sum 
of any number of bandlimited signals. From signal reception point of view, it could represent, 
for example, a group of signals on adjacent, non-overlapping frequency channels, corrupted 
by additive noise, as seen for example in 3GPP Long-Term Evolution (LTE) uplink, which 
utilizes single-carrier frequency-division multiple access (SC-FDMA). Figure 2-2 illustrates 
different variants of a DCR, depending on how the desired signal is located in the received 
signal band. If the desired signal is sitting symmetrically around cf , the receiver (transmitter) 
is called a single-channel DCR (DCT). If the signal is located around c IFf f+ , where IFf  is a 
small intermediate frequency (usually slightly greater than half the signal bandwidth), we 
speak of a low-IF receiver (transmitter). If the received signal band consists of multiple 
signals, any (or many) of which could be the desired signal(s), the RX (TX) is called multi-
channel DCR (DCT). The 3GPP LTE uplink signal and FDMA signals in general fall in this 
category. 
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2.2 Widely Linear Systems 




( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
y t h t x h t x d
h t x t h t x t








  (2.17) 
where ( ) ( ) ( )I Qx t x t jx t= + , 1 1, 1,( ) ( ) ( )I Qh t h t jh t= + , and 2 2, 2,( ) ( ) ( )I Qh t h t jh t= +  are 
generally complex-valued. The operation is called widely-linear because it involves filtering 
both the non-conjugate and conjugate versions of the signal ( )x t . Some authors use the term 
linear–conjugate-linear filtering [16], [41].  
The corresponding frequency-domain relation for a deterministic ( )x t  with FT ( )X f , and 
denoting the transfer functions of the filters as 1( )H f  and 2( )H f , is 
 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Y f H f X f H f X f*= + - .  (2.18) 
The crosstalk between ( )X f  and ( )X f* -  induced by WL filtering is herein called mirror-
frequency interference (MFI).  
Widely linear filtering is a natural extension to strictly linear filtering in the context of 
nonproper or noncircular complex random signals [120], which will be reviewed in Chapter 
3. Widely linear signal models are encountered in several communications signal processing 
problems, such as in channel equalization, interference mitigation, and array processing under 
noncircular modulations, and signals under TX or RX I/Q imbalance [P2], [43], [120], [148].  
For practical implementations, it may be useful to write (2.17) in terms of the real-valued 
signals and filters, yielding  
  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )I I Q Qy t h t x t h t x t= +    (2.19) 
where  
 
1, 2, 1, 2,
2, 1, 1, 2,
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))
I I I Q Q
Q Q Q I I
h t h t h t j h t h t
h t h t h t j h t h t
= + + +
= - + -
  (2.20) 
Thus, instead of two complex filters operating on two complex signals as in (2.17), the 
equivalent form in (2.19) has two complex filters operating on two real-valued signals. The 
complexity of WL filtering using the form in (2.19) is, in terms of number of multiplications 
and additions, therefore exactly the same as for filtering a complex signal with a strictly 
linear, complex, filter. 
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2.3 I/Q Imbalance Modeling, Implications, and Mitigation 
This subsection introduces the baseband signal models of direct-conversion systems 
affected by TX and RX I/Q imbalances. First, the models for individual transmitters and 
receivers are given (shown in Figure 2-3), followed by two link-level models with 1 
transmitter and 2 transmitters that contain, in addition to the I/Q imbalances, also the 
frequency-selective fading channels and additive noise. These link models are shown in 
Figure 2-9. In this subsection, the focus is on the mirror-frequency problem and its 
implications, while the interactions of TX I/Q imbalance and PA nonlinearity will be 
introduced in subsection 2.5. Interactions between I/Q imbalances and other RF impairments 
shall be discussed in subsection 2.6, as well as in subsection 3.5 from the second-order 
statistics point of view. 
2.3.1 I/Q Imbalance in Individual Transmitters and Receivers 
Equations (2.12) and (2.14) establish the relations between the complex envelope, or the I 
and Q signals, and the real-valued bandpass signal in DCRs and DCTs, respectively. The 
corresponding receiver and transmitter structures were introduced in Figure 1-1. Suppose 
now, that the upconverting (downconverting) cosine and sine oscillator signals have a phase 
mismatch of TXf  ( RXf ; both in radians), i.e. the oscillator signals are not in perfect phase 
quadrature, and that the amplitudes of the oscillator signals have a relative mismatch TXg  (
RXg ), called gain mismatch. Furthermore, assume that the total impulse responses of the I 
and Q signal paths have an impulse response mismatch ( )TXh t  ( ( )RXh t ), due to for example 
differences in LPF, amplifier, and DAC/ADC passband gain characteristics over frequency, 
and/or LPF cutoff frequencies. Then, denoting the ideal complex envelope under perfect I/Q 
matching by ( )TXz t  ( ( )RXz t ), the mismatch model described above results in the following 




( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))
( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]
TX TX TX TX TX TX TX
TX TX TX TX TX
x t g t c t z t g t c t z t











( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]
( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))
RX RX RX RX RX RX
RX RX RX RX RX RX
x t c t g t z t g t z t






   
 (2.22) 
where ( )TXc t  and ( )RXc t  denote the (real-valued) common impulse responses of the 
transmitter and receiver I and Q signal paths. The I/Q imbalance filters 1, ( )TXg t , 2, ( )TXg t , 
1, ( )RXg t , and 2, ( )RXg t  depend on the actual imbalance parameters { TXg , TXf , ( )TXh t } and {
RXg , RXf , ( )RXh t } as  
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( )RXh t
sin( )RX RXg f
cos( )RX RXg f
, ( )RX Ix t
, ( )RX Qx t
, ( )RX Iz t
, ( )RX Qz t
1, ( )RXg t
( )RXz t




, ( )TX Qz t
, ( )TX Iz t , ( )TX Ix t
, ( )TX Qx t
1, ( )TXg t
( )TXz t
()*× 2, ( )TXg t
( )TXx t
sin( )TX TXg f
cos( )TX TXg f  
Figure 2-3: Baseband I/Q imbalance models for direct-conversion transmitters (top) and receivers 
(bottom), using real-valued signal notations (left) and complex-valued signals (right). 
     
1, 2,
1, 2,
( ) ( ( ) ( ) )/2, ( ) ( ( ) ( ) )/2




TX TX TX TX TX TX
j j
RX RX RX RX RX RX
g t t h t g e g t t h t g e





= + = -
= + = -
 (2.23) 
where ( )td  is the Dirac delta function. The common impulse response ( )TXc t  ( ( )RXc t ) does 
not affect the relative strengths of the two signal components ( )TXz t  and ( )TXz t*  ( ( )RXz t  and 
( )RXz t
* ), and is therefore typically dropped, yielding simpler models of the form  
 1, 2,( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )TX TX TX TX TXx t g t z t g t z t*= +   (2.24) 
 1, 2,( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )RX RX RX RX RXx t g t z t g t z t*= +  . (2.25) 
These are the most common frequency-selective I/Q imbalance models used in the literature 
[103], [143], [164], [P2]. Figure 2-3 shows these baseband I/Q imbalance models with 
complex signal notations as well as with real-valued I and Q signals. 
In some studies only the mixing stage mismatches { TXg , TXf } or { RXg , RXf } are 
considered, yielding the frequency-independent (instantaneous) I/Q imbalance models of the 
form [11], [113], [144], 
 1, 2,( ) ( ) ( )TX TX TX TX TXx t K z t K z t*= +   (2.26) 
 1, 2,( ) ( ) ( )RX RX RX RX RXx t K z t K z t*= +   (2.27) 
with  
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( )RXZ f ( )RXZ f ( )RXZ f
( )RXX f ( )RXX f( )RXX f
IFfIFf-0 IFfIFf- 0  
Figure 2-4: Ideal complex envelopes (top) and the corresponding mismatched complex envelopes (bottom) 




(1 )/2, (1 )/2




TX TX TX TX
j j
RX RX RX RX
K g e K g e
K g e K g e
f f
f f-
= + = -
= + = -
 (2.28) 
From (2.24) and (2.25), it is evident that I/Q mismatch results in a widely-linear 
transformation of the ideal complex envelope, since the conjugate of the complex envelope is 
showing up. The FTs of (2.24) and (2.25) are obtained by applying (2.18), as 
 1, 2,( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )TX TX TX TX TXX f G f Z f G f Z f*= + -   (2.29) 
 1, 2,( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )RX RX RX RX RXX f G f Z f G f Z f*= + - ,  (2.30) 
where the transfer functions are  
     
1, 2,
1, 2,
( ) (1 ( ) )/2, ( ) (1 ( ) )/2




TX TX TX TX TX TX
j j
RX RX RX RX RX RX
G f H f g e G f H f g e
G f H f g e G f H f g e
f f
f f-
= + = -
= + = -
  (2.31) 
Equations (2.29) and (2.30) clearly reveal the mirror-frequency interference (MFI) that 
results from the conjugate signal terms 2, ( ) ( )TX TXg t z t*  and 2, ( ) ( )RX RXg t z t* . Depending 
on the DCR/DCT type, MFI results in either self-interference or adjacent/ alternate channel 
interference. This is illustrated on a conceptual level in Figure 2-4, which shows the spectra of 
different variants of DCRs (after I/Q downconversion and lowpass filtering), without (top) 
and with I/Q imbalance (bottom). The left-most spectra are for single-channel DCR, where 
the received signal under I/Q imbalance suffers from self-interference. The middle spectra are 
for a low-IF receiver, where the signals suffer adjacent channel interference. Here, the level of 
MFI experienced by the two users will depend heavily on the actual power difference between 
the signals. The spectra of a multi-channel DCR is shown on the right, where the middle 
signal suffers from self-interference and the two low-IF signals experience MFI from alternate 
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Figure 2-5: Scatter plots of a noiseless 16-QAM signal under 20 % gain imbalance (left), 20 degrees phase 
imbalance (middle), and both gain and phase imbalance (right). The red circles denote the ideal symbols 
and the black crosses the imbalanced symbols. 
 
 
Figure 2-6: Scatter plots of a noiseless 16-QAM OFDM signal under 20 % gain imbalance (left), 20 
degrees phase imbalance (middle), and both gain and phase imbalance (right). The red circles denote the 
ideal symbols and the black points the imbalanced symbols, being interfered by the mirror subcarriers. 
 
 
Figure 2-7: Spectrum of the ideal complex envelope (left), spectrum of the mismatched complex envelope 
(middle), and the scatter plot of the weaker signal (right) in a 2-carrier low-IF receiver. 16-QAM signals, 
I/Q imbalances of 4%/4 degrees (IRR=28 dB), PSD level difference of 10 dB between the signals, no noise. 
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channels. The actual impact of MFI on signal quality and system performance will thus 
heavily depend on the DCR/DCT type, as well as a number of other variables, which will be 
discussed in the two subsections to follow. 
The effect of frequency-independent I/Q imbalance on noiseless 16-QAM symbol 
constellations is illustrated in Figure 2-5 for a single-carrier DCR, in Figure 2-6 for an OFDM 
DCR, and in Figure 2-7 for a two-carrier low-IF receiver with a PSD level difference of 10 dB 
between the signals. For the single-carrier DCR, the constellation is expanded and skewed. In 
OFDM DCR, there is mirror-subcarrier interference as well as gain and common phase error 
terms. In the low-IF receiver case, the MFI is pure additive noise, whose level depends on the 
power difference of the mirror signal bands and the IRR. 
A few remarks are in order regarding the differences between the TX and RX I/Q 
imbalance models in (2.24) and (2.25). Even though they appear to be exactly the same, their 
implications differ, stemming from the interpretations of the ideal complex envelope ( )TXz t  
or ( )RXz t . On the transmitter side, in the absence of LO leakage, the ideal complex envelope 
of the I/Q modulator output ( ( )TXz t ) is equal to the original transmit baseband signal, up to 
scaling and phase shift. On the other hand, in the receiver the ideal complex envelope ( )RXz t  
is only ideal in the sense that it contains no I/Q imbalances. Compared to the original transmit 
signal, it is in general affected by the radio channel and additive noise, as well as any other 
possible system impairments such as time and frequency synchronization uncertainties. 
Importantly, it may also be constructed of any number of signals, from any number of 
transmitters, which may in turn include an arbitrary number of antennas. The structures of the 
ideal complex envelopes are therefore very different, and these will in turn make a difference 
on the relative effects of TX and RX I/Q imbalances on system performance. These will be 
elaborated on in the following subsections.  
Using the relations (2.29) and (2.30), we can quantify the quality of an individual radio 
front-end in terms of its mirror-frequency rejection, by defining the image rejection ratio 





























=  (2.32)  
In essence, the IRR measures how much the interference term falling on frequency f from the 
mirror-frequency –f will be attenuated. The IRR is the performance criterion used in analog 
RF design to assess the mirror-frequency attenuation of an individual radio front-end [27], 
[111]. Sometimes the inverse of the IRR, called image leakage ratio (ILR) is used [160], as 
was also done in [P8]. Typically, without any digital enhancement, IRR values between 25-40 
dB are reported [27], [90], [111]. Figure 2-8 shows the measured IRR of a state-of-the-art 
direct-conversion receiver chip designed for the 3GPP LTE uplink, showing IRR’s in the 
range of 33-40 dB as a function of frequency. The horizontal axis represents frequency offset 
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Figure 2-8. Image attenuation of a state-of-the-art direct-conversion receiver. 
from the carrier frequency, which is 2 GHz in this case. In many cases IRRs in the typical 
range 25-40 dB yield unsatisfactory signal quality, while in some cases, such as with single-
channel DCT/DCR systems under a frequency non-selective channel, they may be enough. 
The next subsections deal with these questions. 
The techniques in this thesis are mostly concerned with digitally enhancing the IRR in 
individual radio transmitters and receivers, and therefore the IRR is the performance metric of 
choice. However, IRR alone tells little about how I/Q imbalances affect the symbol-error rate 
(SER) of a communication link or system, which is always the ultimate physical layer 
performance metric. In addition to the actual IRRs of the radios, the SER performance of a 
given system under I/Q imbalances depends on a multitude of factors, such as channel type 
and DCT/DCR type. For the sake of completeness, therefore, two simple link models will be 
introduced next. These will shed light on the different relative effects that TX and RX I/Q 
imbalances have on received signal quality, and are a big motivator for the algorithm 
developments in [P1]-[P7]. Only an intuitive, qualitative, account will be given, based on SIR 
expressions with deterministic signals and channels. For more thorough analyses, the reader is 
referred to the original works in [117], [160], [163], [172], from where this subsection partly 
draws. 
The following discussion assumes that the LOs used for upconversion and 
downconversion use the same frequency. We also assume that TX I/Q imbalance is not 
corrected at the source, but the TX-induced image is actually emitted from the TX. However, 
it should be noted that RF system specifications of current standards, or regulatory bodies, 
usually do not allow emission of out-of-band interference on the level that TX I/Q imbalance 
may produce. 
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Figure 2-9: Baseband link models with 1 transmitter (top) and 2 transmitters, containing TX and RX I/Q 
imbalances, frequency-selective channels, and additive noise. 
2.3.2 Zero-IF Single-User Link Model With I/Q Imbalances 
Consider now a TX-RX link, where a single transmitter and receiver are connected 
through a radio channel with baseband equivalent response ( ) ( )h t H f« , as shown in Figure 
2-9. Both the TX and RX contain I/Q imbalances, as described by (2.24) and (2.25). The 
received signal is then [115], [130], [149] 
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  (2.33) 
or equivalently in frequency domain, assuming deterministic transmit signal 
( ) ( )TX TXz t Z f« : 
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The overall link model is thus also a WL transformation of the transmit signal ( )TXz t , but 
now the impulse responses filtering ( )TXz t  and ( )TXz t*  include not only the I/Q imbalance 
filters of the TX and RX, but also the channel response ( ) ( )h t H f« . Therefore, the 
transformation will in general be heavily frequency-selective. Furthermore, the total image at 
frequency f is now a sum of the TX-induced image, which has travelled through the effective 
channel 1, 2,( ) ( ) ( )RX TXG f H f G f , and the RX-induced image with effective channel response 
2, 1,( ) ( ) ( )RX TXG f H f G f
* *- - . These are in general non-separable, and only their joint effect is 
observed and can be estimated1. 
From (2.34), we can obtain the SIR of the whole link for a deterministic transmit signal 
( )TXz t  with power spectrum ( )TXP f , and deterministic channel ( )H f , as  
2
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  (2.35) 
From this, by setting 1, 2,{ ( ) 1, ( ) 0}RX RXG f G f= =  or 1, 2,{ ( ) 1, ( ) 0}TX TXG f G f= = , we 
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.  (2.37) 
These expressions hint at rather different effects of TX and RX I/Q imbalances on system 
performance. First, under TX imbalance only, the received SIR does not depend on the 
channel, but is completely defined by the TX IRR, and the power difference between the 
mirror frequencies of the transmit signal. If the transmit power at mirror frequencies is equal, 
which is usually the case in a DCT unless water-filling is utilized, the SIR is fully determined 
by ( )TXIRR f . If ( )TXIRR f  is in the 25-40 dB range, the overall SINR of the received signal 
will in most cases be dominated by the additive noise, thus suggesting a rather mild effect of 
TX imbalances in the single-user case considered here. The SIR under RX I/Q imbalance, on 
the other hand, is affected by the ratio of channel power responses at mirror frequencies, in 
addition to RX IRR and transmit power difference. Considering a multi-path, frequency 
selective radio channel, ( )RXSIR f  will thus be heavily frequency-selective, suggesting more 
severe effects.  
Analytical results of these effects have been obtained in [160] for single-user SISO-
OFDM systems under RX I/Q imbalances, and in [117] for single-user MIMO-OFDM 
systems with spatial multiplexing, and under TX and RX I/Q imbalances. Schenk [117] 
                                                 
1 A carrier frequency offset or a time-varying channel (Doppler) can decouple the TX and RX I/Q imbalances 
(see Chapter 3 as well as [P2], [P8], [36], [56], [129] for details), but this is irrelevant to the current discussion. 
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found, that practical TX I/Q imbalance levels in zero-forcing single-user (SISO or MIMO) 
OFDM systems have very little effect on symbol-error-rate (SER) in neither AWGN nor 
Rayleigh fading channels, as the above analysis also suggested. RX I/Q imbalances only have 
a small effect in an AWGN or flat-fading channel [160], but in a frequency-selective fading 
channel (e.g., Rayleigh), the effects will be significant [160], and will still be amplified in 
MIMO-OFDM with spatial multiplexing [117]. The results in [117] are complemented by the 
comprehensive SIR analysis in [172] for both space-time coded and spatial multiplexing 
MIMO systems. Altogether, these studies have demonstrated that the effects of I/Q 
imbalances on received SIR and link SER will generally be more severe in multi-antenna 
systems compared to single-antenna systems. Intuitively, this can be explained by the fact that 
each received signal in a MIMO system is affected by mirror-frequency interference from all 
the transmit streams. 
2.3.3 Low-IF Two-User Link Model With I/Q Imbalances 
Now we consider the two-user system shown in Figure 2-9, with 2 transmitters and a 
single receiver. The two transmitters have I/Q imbalance filters { 1, 1( )TXg t , 2, 1( )TXg t } and {
1, 2( )TXg t , 2, 2( )TXg t } with FTs , ,( ) ( ), , {1,2}k TXl k TXlg t G f k l« Î , and deterministic channel 
responses 1 1( ) ( )h t H f«  and 2 2( ) ( )h t H f« . The received signal is 
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  (2.38) 
whose FT is  
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  (2.39) 
If the two signals occupy each others’ mirror frequencies, such as in the middle spectra of 
Figure 2-4, we can obtain two frequency-domain observations 1( )R f  and 2( )R f  through ideal 
(bandpass) filtering, yielding  
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 (2.40) 
The total image for user 1 (user 2) at frequency f is now a sum of the TX-induced image, 
which has travelled through the effective channel 1, 2 2, 2( ) ( ) ( )RX TXG f H f G f  
( )1, 1 2, 1( ) ( ) ( )RX TXG f H f G f  and the RX-induced image with effective channel response 
2, 2 1, 2( ) ( ) ( )RX TXG f H f G f
* *- -  ( 2, 1 1, 1( ) ( ) ( )RX TXG f H f G f* *- - ). In a frequency-selective channel, 
these responses are in general very different (depending somewhat on the coherence 
bandwidth of the channel and the absolute distance of f and –f). 
The SIRs for the two users of (2.40) are 
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With TX or RX I/Q imbalances only, the SIR expressions for user 1 reduce to  
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Similar expressions can be easily obtained for user 2 from (2.42). Both (2.43) and (2.44) 
depend on the ratio of the mirror-frequency transmit powers of users 1 and 2 ( 1( )TXP f  and 
2( )TXP f- ), which are generally not equal, unlike in the single-user scenario. The SIR 
expression under TX I/Q imbalance is also markedly different from the single-user zero-IF 
case (2.36) in the sense that (2.43) now depends on the ratio of the channel responses 1( )H f  
and 2( )H f . Thus, in the two-user low-IF scenario, and in multi-user FDMA systems in 
general, the effects of TX vs. RX I/Q imbalances are expected to be rather similar, i.e., 
equally severe. Generalization from the two-user system to multi-user FDMA systems with 
more than two users is easily established (see [163]), and will not be elaborated further here. 
The exact effects of I/Q imbalances on detection performance in multi-user systems is 
still an open question. IRR analysis for a two-user low-IF system, similar to the above case, 
was done in [149]. An SIR analysis was done for OFDMA and SC-FDMA systems under 
frequency-independent TX and RX I/Q imbalances by Yoshida et al. in [163]. In line with the 
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above analysis, [163] revealed that transmitter I/Q imbalances will be a potentially bigger 
problem in FDMA, compared to the single-user direct-conversion case. Intuitively, and as the 
above analysis for the two-user system revealed, this can be explained by the TX-induced 
images experiencing different (and possibly better) channel responses than the direct signal 
terms, due to the images emerging from different TX’s. 
It is also worth noting, that the two link-level models described above are still simplified 
models. Certain other physical impairments, namely carrier frequency offsets (CFO), phase 
noise, and Doppler effects of the mobile radio channel, will create inter-carrier interference 
(ICI), and will thus break the exact mirror-frequency structure in (2.34) and (2.39). More 
complex modeling and mitigation approaches may be needed in these cases, depending on the 
severity of these additional impairments in the system under study. The reader is referred to 
[38], [124], [129], [136], [138] for modeling approaches for CFO and to [94] for Doppler in 
conjunction with I/Q imbalance in OFDM systems, and to [54]-[56], [131] for details on CFO 
and to [108], [168] for phase noise in conjunction with I/Q imbalance in MIMO-OFDM 
systems. 
2.3.4 Further Research Topics on Performance Analysis 
The analytical performance studies in [117], [160], [163], [172] have only looked at linear 
receivers, i.e., receivers with zero-forcing or MMSE equalization. There remain many open 
issues, such as how I/Q imbalances affect system performance in general in nonlinear 
receivers, and in particular, what are their ultimate implications in nonlinear multi-user and 
multi-antenna receivers. In FDMA and CDMA, I/Q imbalances create multi-user interference 
(MUI), while in multi-antenna systems, inter-stream interference is created. Indeed, these 
would be best handled with nonlinear receivers such as joint maximum likelihood (ML) 
detection, or other more practical multi-user detection (MUD) techniques such as serial or 
parallel interference cancellation (SIC and PIC, respectively) [153]. What would make the 
MUD studies interesting, is the fact that TX I/Q imbalances create frequency diversity due to 
the TX-induced MFI. The diversity could be fully exploited by joint ML detection, or 
partially exploited by other nonlinear receivers such as SIC, as was demonstrated 
experimentally for single-user OFDM in [64], and later confirmed in [69]. However, when 
weighed against the implementation complexity of nonlinear receivers, the small SNR 
improvements may prove too expensive. Anyhow, the effects of I/Q imbalances in multi-user 
and multi-antenna systems with nonlinear receivers, are an interesting topic for further 
research. 
2.3.5 I/Q Imbalance Compensation Structures 
There are various approaches for mitigating the effects of I/Q imbalances. This thesis 
focuses on correcting the I/Q imbalance at the source, i.e, TX I/Q imbalances on the 
transmitter side and RX I/Q imbalances on the receiver side. TX I/Q imbalance can be 
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corrected also in the receiver, but in this case the system specifications must allow for the TX-
induced image to be emitted in the first place. In single-user direct-conversion systems the 
TX-induced image is not a big concern [117], [160] but, e.g., in FDMA systems it may create 
considerable interference on the band of another user, as discussed in subsection 2.3.3. The 
allowable levels of such interferences are strictly governed by standardization or regulatory 
bodies, and may be easily violated with practical IRR levels. Second, TX I/Q imbalance 
interacts with PA nonlinearity and PA predistortion, generating additional IMD terms at the 
PA output, and creating an upper bound on the spectral regrowth mitigation capabilities of 
conventional predistorters [22], [34] (this issue will be addressed in Subsection 2.5). Third, 
RX-based TX I/Q imbalance compensation with linear techniques makes the additive noise 
noncircular, as well as enhances the noise in a similar fashion as linear equalization does. 
These effects will affect detection performance somewhat, although they are expected to be 
rather mild with practical levels of I/Q imbalances. These are the three main reasons for 
concentrating on mitigation of TX I/Q imbalances at the source. 
I/Q imbalance is a widely-linear transformation, given as ( )ix t =  
1, 2,( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i i ig t z t g t z t
*+  , with { , }i TX RX= , and therefore a natural form for a 
compensator or equalizer is another widely-linear transformation. Assuming FIR filters, the 
compensators for TX and RX I/Q imbalances are given as 
 1, 2,( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )pre TX TX TX TXTXz t w t z t w t z t
*= +    (2.45) 
  1, 2,( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )post RX RX RX RXRXz t w t x t w t x t
*= +  . (2.46) 
Notice that the TX I/Q imbalance compensator operates on the transmit signal ( )TXz t , and it 
is the compensator output signal ( )preTXz t  which then experiences the I/Q imbalance, while in 
the receiver, the compensator operates on the imbalanced signal ( )RXx t . The ideal, zero-
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  (2.47) 
with { , }i TX RX= . Applying these in (2.45) and (2.46) will yield ( ) ( )TX TXx t z t=  in the 
TX I/Q modulator output, and ( ) ( )post RXRXz t z t=  in the receiver compensator’s output, thus 
evidencing perfect equalization of the I/Q imbalances. The impulse responses 1, ( )idiw t , 2, ( )idiw t  
corresponding to the ideal equalizers are well-behaving (stable) and finite in length, even 
though in theory they are infinitely long. This is because with any practical I/Q imbalance 
values, the denominator 1, 1,( ) ( )i iG f G f* - 2, 2,( ) ( )i iG f G f*- -  in (2.47) generally does not contain 
any zeros, and is close to unity for the whole range of frequencies.  
Another option for the compensator is the asymmetrical WL filter  
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Figure 2-10: Asymmetric WL compensators for TX I/Q imbalance (left) and RX I/Q imbalance. 
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Figure 2-11: Conceptual single-user OFDM receiver structure under TX and RX I/Q imbalance, CFO, and 
frequency-selective channel. 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )pre TX TX TXTXz t z t w t z t
*= +    (2.48) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )post RX RX RXRXz t x t w t x t
*= +    (2.49) 
where filtering is only done on the conjugate signal. The compensation structures for these are 
given in Figure 2-10. The compensation developments for I/Q imbalance in [P1], [P2], [P5]-
[P8] utilize the asymmetrical compensator, while the joint PA and I/Q modulator predistortion 
studies in [P3], [P4] assume the symmetric form.  
The ideal frequency-domain solutions for (2.48) and (2.49), in the sense that they mitigate 


























  (2.51) 
Applying the above compensators in (2.48)-(2.49) yields 1,( ) ( ) ( )TX TX TXx t g t z t@   in the 
TX I/Q modulator output, and 1,( ) ( ) ( )post RX RXRXz t g t z t@   in the receiver compensator’s 
output, thus showing perfect mitigation of MFI, even though some mild linear distortion 
remains in the compensated signals [P1], [P2]. These residual linear distortions are merged 
into the channel impulse response, and will be handled by the channel equalizer/detector later 
on in the receiver chain. 
Frequency-domain compensator structures can be obtained from (2.48)-(2.49) through 
FT, yielding 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )pre TX TX TXTXZ f Z f W f Z f
*= + -   (2.52) 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )post RX RX RXRXZ f X f W f X f
*= + -   (2.53) 
which can be easily applied in an OFDM system on a mirror-subcarrier pair basis [7], [171]. 
An example of a RX-based compensation structure for a link containing both TX and RX 
I/Q imbalances is given in Figure 2-11. This example scenario assumes a single-user single-
antenna OFDM system, and includes the effects of the channel and CFO. Here, RX I/Q 
imbalance and CFO are corrected in time domain, while channel equalization and TX I/Q 
imbalance are compensated after the DFT in the frequency domain, either jointly or 
separately. The impairments are dealt with in the reverse order of appearance, and in a 
decoupled manner, facilitating efficient estimation of the compensators, as well as yielding a 
simple overall compensation structure. This type of structure has been used in several SISO-
OFDM and MIMO-OFDM (with respective modifications) compensation studies, for example 
in [54], [56], [69], [83], [129], [131]. 
2.4 Power Amplifier Nonlinearity 
The power amplifier (PA) is the device which is responsible for amplifying the 
transmitted signal such, that it arrives at the receiver with adequate power for successful 
detection. Ideally, amplification is a purely linear operation, so that the input-output (voltage) 
relation can be described as  
 ( ) ( )out L inv t G v t= ×   (2.54) 
where LG  is the linear (voltage) gain of the ideal amplifier, and ( )inv t  and ( )outv t  denote the 
amplifier input and output signals, respectively.  
Amplifiers are, however, inherently nonlinear devices, and can be described by the 
general input-output relation 
 ( ) ( ( ))out inv t G v t= , (2.55) 
where ()G ×  denotes the nonlinearity, whose exact structure is dependent on the actual circuit 
topology and implementation technology of the amplifier. Some popular PA models will be 
reviewed in subsection 2.4.3.  
Nonlinearity creates harmonic and intermodulation distortion (HD and IMD, 
respectively), which can potentially corrupt not only the desired signal, but also the adjacent 
and alternate channel signals, as well as signals occupying the harmonic zones of the desired 
signal band [67]. Fortunately, in current radio communication systems with relatively 
narrowband signal bands, all the harmonic zones are typically sufficiently distant from the 
desired signal band so that they are effectively filtered out by a bandpass filter or the antenna 
circuitry before transmission [67]. Empirical PA modeling and predistortion approaches thus 
usually only consider the vicinity of the desired signal band, also known as the fundamental 
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zone. In the fundamental zone, only odd-order IMD products of ( )inv t  are known to be 
present (subsection 2.4.3 presents the actual signal models; see (2.56)). For a more detailed 
discussion of these issues, the reader is referred to [26], [67], [104], [135]. 
2.4.1 Envelope Dynamics, PAPR, Back-Off, and Power Efficiency 
If the signal going through a nonlinearity has a constant envelope (CE),  only  HD  is  
created, meaning that the fundamental zone is basically unaffected by the nonlinearity [26], 
[67]. For this reason, CE modulations (e.g., MSK, GMSK, FM, PM) or nearly CE 
modulations (such as offset-QPSK) have been strongly favored in the past. However, in order 
to meet the spectral efficiency requirements of current and future communication systems, the 
use of non-constant envelope (NCE) modulations, is seen inevitable. The vast majority of 
digital modulation formats, such as M-QAM and M-PSK, OFDM, and CDMA, fall into this 
category of signals. Moreover, multicarrier transmission through, e.g., carrier aggregation has 
been considered for increasing data rates (cf. 3GPP LTE-A considerations [3]), unavoidably 
implicating larger envelope dynamics in the transmitted signal. 
A useful and popular measure of the envelope characteristics of NCE signals is the peak-
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where T is some finite observation interval (for example the length of a single OFDM 
symbol). For a random signal ( )inv t  the PAPR is clearly a random variable. Its statistics are 
usually measured with the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF), defined 
as 0( ) Pr{PAPR }p g g= > . The CCDF thus tells that a PAPR level 0g  is exceeded in 
signal blocks of duration T with probability 0( )p g . The level 0g  is sometimes called the 
clipping level, and it is an important design parameter for the dimensioning of the transmitter. 
CE signals have a PAPR of 0 dB, while for example the PAPR of a continuous-time OFDM 
symbol with 1024 subcarriers exceeds 11.1 dB with a probability of 1/100 [12]. 
An important requirement for any PA is its power efficiency, which is defined as the 





h = , (2.57) 
where RFP  is the power of the PA output signal, and DCP  is the supply power [26], [67]. 
Power efficiency affects both the battery life and the heat generated by the amplifier, and it is 
thus especially important for small battery-powered devices such as mobile phones, as well as 
satellite and high altitude platform (HAP) transceivers. 
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Figure 2-12: Instantaneous AM-AM curve for an AR KMW2026M25 power amplifier at output power of 43 
dBm. 
Ideal Class A and B amplifiers2 have maximum power efficiencies of 50 and 78.5 %, 
respectively, which may be achieved with CE signals [26], [67]. With NCE signals, the power 
efficiency of the PA depends on the applied back-off, which in turn is largely determined by 
the PAPR of the signal. If the PA has a maximum (instantaneous) output power satP , the 
output power must be backed off from this level by at least the PAPR in order to prevent 
clipping. With a PAPR of 10 dB, for example, average power efficiencies of 5% and 28% are 
obtained for Class A and B amplifiers, respectively [104]. The efficiency of the amplifiers 
thus suffers immensely as a result of using NCE signals with high PAPR. PAPR mitigation 
techniques have therefore been a topic of intense research during the last 15 years, having the 
potential for great efficiency improvements (see [63] for a review of PAPR reduction 
techniques). 
Besides saturation or clipping, amplifiers generally exhibit compressive nonlinear 
behavior (gain roll-off), as well as linear and nonlinear time dispersion (memory) at amplitude 
levels well below the clipping level [26], [67], [121] [154]. Figure 2-12 shows the 
instantaneous AM-AM response of an AR KMW2026M25 100-W solid-state power amplifier 
at output power of 46 dBm, and the ideal linear response as a reference. The signal was an 
OFDM signal with 160 active subcarriers, 16-QAM subcarrier modulation, a bandwidth of 
7.5 MHz, and the carrier frequency was 490 MHz. The PA exhibits clear compressive 
behavior at higher envelope values, as well as memory effects, manifested as spreading of the 
instantaneous AM-AM curve3.  
                                                 
2 The efficiency of a Class AB amplifier lies between those of Class A and B amplifiers. 
3 The spreading can in principle be caused by mechanisms other than PA memory effects, such as filtering in 
other components in the measurement chain, and measurement noise. Here, these variables were controlled for 
and do not contribute to the spreading. 
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As with clipping, the conservative way to deal with the compressive nonlinear behavior is 
to drive the amplifier in its “linear region”, i.e., to back off the amplifier’s input power from 
the input saturation point. The linear region should here be understood to mean a power level 
where the transmitted signal fulfills certain quality constraints in terms of self-interference 
(EVM; see (2.65)), adjacent/alternate channel interference (ACPR; see (2.64)), or some other 
linearity measure. The needed power back-off is at least as large as the PAPR of the signal to 
be transmitted.  
In order to obtain good power efficiency with general non-constant envelope signals, 
without corrupting the transmitted signal or creating interference on neighboring channels, 
three complementary strategies can be used. First, the efficiency of the transmitter can be 
improved through using linear transmitter architectures (see next subsection). Second, the 
PAPR of the signal can be reduced through sophisticated digital signal processing, thus 
facilitating more efficient amplification. Third, some kind of linearization technology can be 
adopted, to overcome the nonlinear (compressive) behavior and the memory effects of the 
amplifier. PA linearization techniques will be briefly reviewed next, with a focus on digital 
predistortion. 
2.4.2 PA Linearization Techniques 
Linearity is becoming increasingly important in PA design due to the adoption of higher-
order modulation formats with non-constant envelopes. First, higher-order modulations are 
inherently more vulnerable to any system nonlinearities. Second, compared to constant 
envelope signals, non-constant envelope signals are more likely to create undesired nonlinear 
distortions on adjacent channels. Therefore, development of more linear transmitter 
architectures, PAPR mitigation, and linearization of existing PA technologies, are considered 
important ingredients in present and future radio transmitters that utilize non-constant 
envelope signals. Linear transmitter architectures include, for example, linear amplification 
using nonlinear components (LINC), envelope elimination and restoration (EER), envelope 
tracking (ET), dynamic load modulation techniques, and Doherty amplifiers. Even though 
termed “linear transmitter architectures”, the main goal of these techniques is to improve the 
power efficiency of the transmitter, without sacrificing too much linearity. The reader is 
referred to [67], [104], [105] for more details on linear transmitter architectures, as they are 
out of the scope of this thesis. For details on PAPR mitigation, the reader is referred to [63] 
and the references therein. 
Linearization techniques are explicitly aiming at improving the linearity of the PA, and 
they include:  
(1) Feedforward linearization; for the traditional analog implementation, see [67], 
and for digitally-oriented implementations, see [47], [24], [17],  
(2) Feedback linearization; these techniques can be divided into four categories: RF 
feedback, envelope feedback, polar feedback, and Cartesian feedback [26], [67] 
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(3) Analog RF and IF predistortion [66] 
(4) Baseband digital predistortion 
The details and relative merits of each technique are discussed for example in [26], [67], 
[71], [104]. In terms of signal bandwidth, feedback linearization is the most narrowband 
technique, and is not suitable for modern wideband applications. Feedforward, analog 
predistortion, and digital predistortion are all considered “wideband” techniques, in the sense 
that they can all be used to linearize signals with several MHz bandwidth. For bandwidths 
above 100 MHz, analog predistortion is currently the only feasible technology [66], [104], 
while feedforward is applicable up to around 100 MHz [104]. However, for bandwidths below 
100 MHz, digital predistortion is considered the most promising linearization technology in 
terms of efficiency and linearity improvements, and flexibility, [44], [66], [70]. Fueled by 
Moore’s law and the advancement of DAC and ADC technologies, DPD will be able to 
handle wider and wider bandwidths in the future. This thesis deals with DSP-based techniques 
only, and will therefore only consider linearization through DPD. 
In terms of performance, it suffices to say here that a comprehensive and fair comparison 
between the techniques is extremely difficult to do, and is rarely attempted. We are aware of 
only one study [71], where the authors linearized a 300-W PEP Doherty power amplifier with 
feedforward and digital predistortion. There, it was found that for a fixed ACPR of -45 dBc, 
digital predistortion gave approximately 8 percentage points better power efficiency 
compared to feedforward, for PAPRs ranging from 5.5 to 9.8 dB. On the other hand, with 
smaller PAPR values, digital predistortion required larger back-off than feedforward to obtain 
the same level of ACPR. This can be explained by the fact that as the PA is driven deeper into 
saturation, higher and higher polynomial terms would be needed in the predistorter. This can 
become restrictive in terms of the needed bandwidth as well as sensitivity to noise and 
modeling errors in PD parameter estimation [13], [48]. 
The basic idea behind DPD (and predistortion in general) is to apply a nonlinear 
transformation, which is an inverse of the PA nonlinear function, on the baseband signal 
before passing it through the PA. Figure 2-13 illustrates this idea, by showing the input-output 
envelope relation of a predistorter (left), a memoryless PA (middle), and the cascade of the 
predistorter and the PA (right). The ideal linearized PA is thus an ideal soft limiter, i.e., is 
linear up to the saturation level. The saturation level is in practice determined by the DC 
supply power of the PA [67]. 
Digital predistorters are usually based on so-called behavioral PA models [44], [121]. 
Behavioral models are black-box models that aim at characterizing the input-output relation 
of the amplifier as accurately as possible with a finite set of parameters, without considering 
details about the physical circuit-level characteristics of the device, although some physical 
insights may be incorporated into the models (see, e.g., [166]). Behavioral models usually 
come in the form of polynomial or envelope-phase (AM/AM and AM/PM) PA models, either 
with or without memory, or on look-up-table (LUT) techniques, or combinations of these [44]. 
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Figure 2-13: Predistortion principle of operation. 
LUT techniques are out of the scope of this thesis. The next subsection will review behavioral 
PA modeling approaches. 
2.4.3 Overview of Behavioral PA Models 
This subsection gives a brief introduction to PA modeling approaches. The treatment is 
limited to polynomial-based behavioral baseband models of bandpass nonlinearities instead 
of physical circuit-level models, or other parametric models, because these facilitate 
straightforward estimation of the PA model parameters, or of the predistorter parameters. 
The simplest baseband models of power amplifiers are based on polynomial (Taylor 
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where pb  are the PA model parameters. When the model parameters are real-valued, the PA 
model is said to be strictly memoryless. Strictly memoryless nonlinearities only affect the 
envelope of the signal, not the phase, and are typical models for narrowband signals. When 
pb  are complex-valued, the PA model is called quasi-memoryless.  
For a general memoryless PA, denoting the complex envelope of the PA input signal in 
polar form as ( ) ( )exp( ( ))z t a t tq= , the output signal can be expressed as [135]  
 ( ( ) [ ( )])( ) [ ( )] j t a tPAz t Aa t e q +F= , (2.59) 
where [ ( )]Aa t  represents the amplitude modulation-to-amplitude modulation (AM/AM) 
response, and [ ( )]a tF  is the amplitude modulation-to-phase modulation (AM/PM) response of 
the amplifier. AM/AM and AM/PM responses are commonly used to characterize the 
envelope and phase shaping properties of memoryless PAs. A strictly memoryless 
nonlinearity is completely characterized by its AM/AM response, while quasi-memoryless 
PAs also affect the phase of the signal, as characterized by the AM/PM response. For the 
polynomial PA model in (2.58), the AM/AM and AM/PM responses can be obtained from the 
relation [135]  
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Figure 2-14: (a) Wiener system, (b) Hammerstein system, and (c) Wiener-Hammerstein system. 
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Memoryless PA models are, however, not accurate enough in current and future 
wideband systems, because PAs invariably exhibit significant memory effects, manifested as 
spreading of the AM/AM and AM/PM response curves, and asymmetric IMD in two-tone or 
multi-tone tests [154], [20]. The memory effects can be broadly divided into electrical and 
electro-thermal memory effects (see [154], [20], [97], [155] for details). Depending on the 
time constant of the effect, a division between short-term and long-term memory effects is 
often made. Short-term memory effects are characterized by the inverse of the time constant 
being of the same order of magnitude as the bandwidth of the information signal. DPD 
linearization is usually restricted to dealing with short-term memory effects, because the 
filters needed to tackle long-term memory would grow impractically long and complex. 
PA models that take into account the memory effects can be obtained by cascading 
memoryless PA models with filters in its output and/or input, by having parallel connections 
of such systems, by using memory polynomials, or by utilizing Volterra filters [121], [44], 
[98], [30], [13], [32]. The cascade of an LTI filter with a memoryless nonlinearity is called a 
Wiener system. Changing the order of the memoryless nonlinearity and the LTI filter gives a 
so-called Hammerstein system. The combination of Wiener and Hammerstein systems is 
called a Wiener-Hammerstein system. These are illustrated in Figure 2-14. A parallel 
connection of Hammerstein systems is naturally called a parallel Hammerstein (PH) system, 
which is shown in Figure 2-15. The PH system has been shown to be a versatile tool for both 
direct and inverse (predistortion) modeling of PA’s [30], [59], [60], [98]. The PH system is 
used also in [P3] and [P4] for predistortion purposes.  
In a PH system, the branch nonlinearities are commonly polynomials of different orders. 
In the PA modeling or predistortion context, at digital baseband, the branch nonlinearities are 
polynomials of the form 
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with , ,n n I n Qx x jx= +  denoting the baseband equivalent input signal to the nonlinearity, P 
the polynomial order, PI  the set of used polynomial orders, and ,k pu  the polynomial weights 
[98], [30], [106], [59], [P3]. If all polynomial orders up to P are used in (2.61), 
{1,2,3,..., }PI P= , and if only odd orders are included, {1,3,5,..., }PI P= . The subset of 
PI  in which orders only up to p are retained, is denoted by ;P pI . The filters ( )pH z , in turn, 
are usually finite impulse response (FIR) filters for implementation and parameter estimation 
simplicity. 
The Volterra series expansion is the ultimate way to model a nonlinear system with 
memory. It can be considered a “Taylor series with memory”. The baseband Volterra series 
model of a bandpass nonlinearity is given as [135] 
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where 1 2[ , ,..., ]l ld d d=d , ( )l lh d  is  the  l-th order Volterra kernel, M  is  the  memory  depth  
(assumed equal for all dimensions), and P is the nonlinearity order, assumed odd. The model 
can be broken down to a sum of Volterra nonlinearities that contain only terms of order 2p+1, 
2 1( )p nv x+ . Basically all other polynomial based PA models, for example those in Figure 2-14 
and Figure 2-15, can be shown to correspond to certain approximations or simplifications of 
the Volterra series model [30], [98], [92], [121]. 
Some clarifications about the connection between behavioral PA models and PA 
predistorters are in order. Most often when deciding on the type of predistorter to be used for 
a real system, the first step is to find a good parametric model for the device under test 
(DUT). Then, the task of choosing the predistorter type becomes a problem of 
determining the inverse system for that particular PA model. If the Wiener model, for 
example, is found to be a good model for the DUT, the ideal PD structure is a Hammerstein 
system, and vice versa. More generally, the inverse of a Volterra nonlinearity is another 
Volterra nonlinearity. The parameters of the chosen PD structure can then be found through 
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two different strategies, direct learning or indirect learning. Direct learning finds a pre-
inverse for the PA utilizing the learned PA model explicitly [165], but the cost function is 
always non-quadratic regardless of the PD structure, and can thus lock to local minima of the 
cost function. Indirect learning, on the other hand, utilizes actual measured data of the PA 
input and the PA output in estimating the parameters of the chosen PD structure. If a suitable 
PD structure such as parallel Hammerstein or Volterra is used with indirect learning, the cost 
function is always quadratic in the estimated parameters, thus avoiding the local minima 
problem and facilitating efficient estimation with mean-square or least squares error 
minimization techniques [30], [32], [92], [P3], [P4]. 
2.4.4 Impact of PA Nonlinearity on System Performance 
To shortly analyze the effects of an instantaneous (memoryless) nonlinearity, we consider 
the case of a 3rd order polynomial PA model from (2.58), yielding the input-output relation 
 21 3( ) ( ) ( ) ( )PAz t b z t b z t z t= +   (2.63) 
where ( )z t  is the PA input signal, and 1 3,b b , with 1 3b b> , are the first and third order PA 
model parameters. The FT of (2.63) yields 
 1 3( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )PAZ f b Z f b Z f Z f Z f*= + -    
which follows directly from the properties of the FT. The resulting third-order distortion term 
is thus a convolution of the spectra of the input signal with itself and its frequency-mirrored 
complex conjugate, leading to the well-known spectral widening, or spectral regrowth. Third 
order nonlinearity thus has a total bandwidth that is three times that of the original signal, in 
terms of the absolute bandwidth. More generally, Nth order nonlinearity results in N-fold 
bandwidth compared to the original signal.  
The amount or severity of the spectral regrowth is often measured by the adjacent-channel 
















,  (2.64) 
where ( )PAS f  denotes the power spectral density (PSD) of the PA output signal ( )PAz t , and 
AW  and DW  the frequency band of the (worse) adjacent channel and the desired channel, 
respectively. Communications standard bodies always specify the maximum levels of 
allowable ACPR on the adjacent channels, as well as the channels further away, herein called 
alternate channels. These specifications come in the form of a spectral mask or interference 
mask, which the power spectral density of the transmitted signal must satisfy. 
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To quantify the amount of self-interference generated by a nonlinearity (or any 
nonideality) in a transmitter, the error-vector magnitude (EVM), or signal vector error, is 




















where ,ideal nS  and ,meas nS  are actual and measured transmitted symbols, respectively, and N 
is the number of symbols (large) used for estimation. The EVM is usually given in 
percentage, or sometimes in dB as 1020 log ( )EVM . 
2.5 Joint Effects of PA Nonlinearity, Tx I/Q Imbalance, and LO Leakage 
The main implementation impairments in a direct-conversion transmitter are PA 
nonlinear distortion, I/Q imbalance, and local oscillator (LO) leakage. Modeling and 
compensation of PA nonlinearity and I/Q imbalance have been treated separately and 
extensively in the literature, and also in the preceding subsections. What is often overlooked 
in the literature, however, is that in direct-conversion transmitters these impairments interact 
in a manner that may severely cripple the overall transmitted signal quality. In addition to the 
obvious effects of I/Q imbalance and LO leakage (mirror-frequency interference and spurious 
signal energy at the LO frequency, respectively), there are other significant performance-
degrading phenomena arising from their interaction with the PA that need addressing. First, 
I/Q imbalance and LO leakage cause extra intermodulation distortion (IMD) products to 
appear at the PA output [34], [22], [151]. Effectively this means that even with access to ideal 
PA predistorter coefficients (e.g., in pth order inverse sense), spectral regrowth will not be 
fully mitigated. Second, the extra IMD products at the PA output will interfere with the 
estimation of an adaptive PA PD [34], [22], [151]. In other words, if the PA PD is trained 
with no regard for I/Q imbalance and LO leakage, the resulting PD will be biased, and thus 
the overall transmitted signal quality will be further compromised. Third, PA nonlinearity 
interferes with the estimation of the I/Q modulator (IQM) predistorter, yielding biased 
estimates. This makes it challenging to estimate and compensate for IQM impairments prior 
to PA PD estimation. Therefore, joint processing of the three main impairments seems the 
only option in light of the current literature4. 
Now, we couple the frequency-independent TX I/Q mismatch model from (2.26), the 
polynomial PA model of (2.58), and LO leakage, to see their joint effects. This is done for 
motivational purposes, to illustrate the effects that the IQM impairments have on the inter- 
                                                 
4 However, expression (17) in [P8] suggests, that the CACF of the PA output signal is only slightly affected by 
PA nonlinearity, thus implying that a circularity-based estimation algorithm may possibly be used to estimate the 
TX I/Q imbalance even under PA nonlinearity. This forms an interesting topic for further research. 
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Figure 2-16: Memoryless baseband signal model for a transmitter, with fifth-order polynomial PA 
predistorter (PA PD), I/Q modulator (IQM) with mismatch and LO leakage, and fifth-order polynomial PA 
model. 
modulation products created by the PA, and on the estimation of the PA predistorter 
parameters. In the publications [P3] and [P4], frequency-dependent behavior for both I/Q 
mismatch and PA nonlinearity have been assumed. 
With reference to Figure 2-16, we denote the baseband I/Q signal, exiting the PA 
predistorter, as ( ) ( ) ( )I Qz t z t jz t+ . If the IQM is ideal, i.e., it has no impairments, ( )z t  is 
also the complex envelope of the IQM output signal. Under I/Q mismatch and LO leakage, 
the complex envelope of the IQM output is written as  
 1 2( ) ( ) ( )r t K z t K z t c*= + + , (2.66) 
where 























are the baseband I/Q mismatch coefficients, and exp( )c c j c= Ð  is the LO leakage signal. 
Notice that 1K  and 2K  are scaled versions of the I/Q parameters introduced in (2.28). This 
scaling simply eliminates the level mismatch caused by the used I/Q imbalance model in 
(2.66), which is known to have its own independent effects on the IMD levels of the PA 
output [34]. In the following analysis we are interested in the effects of the MFI term 2 ( )K z t*
, not of the level mismatch. The effects of level mismatch on the IMD products were analyzed 
in [34]. 
With the IQM output signal (2.66) as input to a 5th order polynomial PA model, the 
complex envelope of the PA output signal is expressed as 
 2 43 5( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )s t H r t r t a r t r t a r t r t= = + + , (2.67) 
where the linear gain term has been set to unity. With a perfect IQM ( 1 1K = , 2 0K c= = ), 
the PA output takes the form 
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 2 43 5( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )s t H z t z t a z t z t a z t z t= = + + . (2.68) 
We can see the effect of LO leakage on the PA output signal by plugging (2.66) into 
(2.67) and setting 1 1K =  and 2 0K = , yielding  
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 (2.69) 
where higher than fifth order terms have been neglected. Compared to the case of no IQM 
impairments in (2.68), two second-order products 2( )z t  and 2( )z t , one third-order product 
3( )z t  and two fourth-order products 4( )z t  and 2 2( ) ( )z t z t , appear. These create additional 
in-band and adjacent/alternate channel interference. 
Under I/Q mismatch, we insert (2.66) into (2.67) and set 0c = , resulting in 
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 (2.70) 
where the terms of order higher than 5 have been neglected. Extra intermodulation products 
again appear compared to (2.68), now due to I/Q mismatch. These are the first-order image 
interference term ( )x t * , three third-order products 2( ) ( )x t x t * , 3( )x t  and 3( )x t * , and five 
fifth-order products 4( ) ( )x t x t * , 2 3( ) ( )x t x t , 2 3( ) ( )x t x t * , 5( )x t , and 5( )x t * . The exact 
expressions for the complex coefficients , 1...12iqjA j =  in (2.70) are listed in Table 17-2 of 
[150], as well as in [30] (although with a different parameterization), and are not reproduced 
here. 
The effects of the extra IMD terms on adaptive PA PD parameter estimation were 
assessed in [22] and [150], as well as experimentally in [P3], [P4]. There, it was found that 
the resulting parameter estimates will be biased, further compromising the spectral regrowth 
mitigation capabilities of PA predistortion, and in some cases possibly resulting in 
amplification, instead of attenuation, of total IMD at the PA output. 
2.6 Other Essential Impairments in Direct-Conversion Links 
Other essential impairments, related to circuit implementations or the radio channel, 
include carrier frequency offset, receiver DC offsets, and additive noise. Here, special interest 
is on the interactions that these impairments have with I/Q imbalances or their compensation. 
The following results are compiled from [P8], [P2], [120]. These will be elaborated on in 
Section 3.5, from the viewpoint of second-order statistics. 
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2.6.1 Carrier Frequency Offset 
The received signal with carrier frequency offset and RX I/Q imbalance is [138], [145] 
 1, 2,( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( ))j t j tRX RX RX RX RXx t g t e z t g t e z tw wD - D *= +   (2.71) 
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. (2.72) 
where ( ) ( )RX RXZ f Z f f= - D . The mirror-frequency interference interpretation of I/Q 
imbalance thus holds also under CFO. Now, if CFO is corrected, the signal model becomes 
 1, 2,( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 2 )RX RX RX RX RXX f G f f Z f G f f Z f f*= + D + + D - + D , (2.73) 
where the mirror-frequency structure is now “broken”. RX I/Q imbalance compensation 
should therefore be performed before any digital CFO compensation. TX I/Q imbalance 
compensation, on the other hand, if to be done at the receiver side, should (at least in single-
user systems) be done after fine frequency correction. Often in the literature it is done jointly 
with channel equalization, in which case the equalizer/detector assumes a widely-linear form, 
or equivalently in the frequency-domain, a mirror subcarrier pair wise form as in (2.52) (see 
also [54], [56], [69], [77], [129], [134], [163]). 
Modern wireless communication systems invariably have frequency offset present, and it 
is therefore imperative to take it into account when deriving I/Q imbalance compensation 
algorithms. In RX I/Q imbalance compensation, blind (non-data-aided) estimation algorithms 
relying on second-order statistics of the received signal are typically immune to CFO, 
whereas data-aided estimators always need to estimate (but not compensate) CFO before 
estimating RX I/Q imbalance parameters. 
2.6.2 DC Offsets 
Receiver DC offsets are due to signal leakages from one mixer port to another, and 
subsequent self-mixing [3], [35], [110], [127]. When the LO signal leaks to the RF signal 
input and mixes with itself, the result is a constant voltage at zero-frequency (DC). When the 
received signal leaks to the mixer’s LO port, the resulting self-mixing product is the signal 
squared, which results in a time-varying signal-dependent low-frequency signal with a strong 
DC component. Hence it is often called “dynamic DC offset”, although it is in fact second-
order intermodulation (IM2) of the mixer’s input frequency band, therefore having frequency 
content also around DC [35]. If there is a strong signal (“blocker”) present within the mixer’s 
input band, the dynamic DC offset has the potential to destroy detection of the desired signal. 
In addition, the IM2 has a symmetric spectrum. Therefore, it creates correlation between the 
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mirror frequencies of the received signal and can potentially have implications on RX I/Q 
imbalance estimation [P8]. This will be elaborated on in Section 3.5. 
2.6.3 Additive Noise 
Assuming that the baseband additive noise ( )n t  is white complex-circular Gaussian 
(AWGN) with zero mean and variance 2ns , the received signal under frequency-independent 
RX I/Q imbalance becomes 
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where ( )r t  is the noiseless received signal. Circularity is here defined as 2E[ ( )] 0n t = , which 
for a Gaussian distributed ( )n t  implies rotational invariance of the pdf (see Sections 3.4 and 
3.5 and [120] for more details). Now under I/Q imbalance, the noise term 
1,( ) ( )RX RXn t K n t= + 2, ( )RXK n t*  is clearly not circular anymore, because 2E[ ( )]RXn t =  
2
1, 2,2 0RX RX nK K s ¹ . On the other hand, RX I/Q imbalance compensation restores the 
circularity of the noise. Anyhow, the noncircular noise has implications on optimum 
maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of I/Q imbalance parameters, because the typical 







Chapter 3  
Second-Order Statistics of I/Q Signals 
This section introduces the second-order statistics of complex random signals or 
processes, giving the basic time-domain and frequency-domain expressions. We begin with 
the general case of nonstationary signals, and then introduce the statistics for second-order 
stationary and cyclostationary signals. The concepts of circularity and properness are 
explained, as they apply to this thesis. Time-average properness, which is an important 
concept for understanding mirror-frequency interference with cyclostationary signals, is 
introduced. An intuitive spectral interpretation of time-average properness is given, 
essentially saying that it is equivalent to the signal being free of mirror-frequency 
interference. The effects of various RF impairments on the second-order statistics of 
communication signals are also addressed. These results form the theoretical basis upon 
which Chapter 4 and the contributions therein, as well as parts of Chapter 5, build upon.  
3.1 Definitions 
The mean of a general nonstationary complex-valued random signal 
( ) ( ) ( )I Qx t x t jx t= +  is given as 
 E E E( ) [ ( )] [ ( )] [ ( )]x I Qt x t x t j x tm = + . (3.1) 
In the continuation, to simplify notation, we assume that all signals are zero-mean unless 
otherwise stated. 
The cross-correlation function of two complex-valued random signals 
( ) ( ) ( )I Qx t x t jx t= +  and ( )y t =  ( ) ( )I Qy t jy t+  is denoted by 
 ( , ) E[ ( ) ( )]xy t x t y tg t t *= +  (3.2) 
and their complementary cross-correlation function is given by 
 ( , ) E[ ( ) ( )]xyc t x t y tt t= + , (3.3) 
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in terms of the global time variable t  and the local time variable t . In general, for a 
complete joint second-order description of ( )x t  and ( )y t , both moments are needed [120].  
Using the definitions in (3.1) and (3.2), we define the autocorrelation function (ACF) and 
the complementary autocorrelation function (CACF) of a complex random signal ( )x t  as 
 ( , ) E[ ( ) ( )]xx t x t x tg t t *= +  (3.4) 
 ( , ) E[ ( ) ( )]xxc t x t x tt t= + . (3.5) 
Both of these moments are generally needed for a complete second-order description of ( )x t  
[95], [101]. The CACF can also be viewed as the cross-correlation function of ( )x t  and its 
complex-conjugate ( )x t* , since clearly ( , ) E[ ( )( ( )) ] ( , )xx xxc t x t x t tt t g t** *= + = . 
We then define the spectral correlation ( , )xx v f  and the complementary spectral 
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The above is the so-called Cramér-Loève spectral representation of ( )x t , and it requires that 
( )x t  is harmonizable5. 
3.2 Second-Order Stationary and Wide-Sense Stationary Signals 
We say that ( )x t  is wide-sense stationary (WSS) if its mean and ACF are independent of 
t, and second-order stationary (SOS) if, in addition, its CACF is independent of t [101]. 
These are indicated by dropping the t-argument in (3.1), (3.4), and (3.5), and writing them as 
xm , ( )xxg t , and ( )xxc t . With similar conditions on the ordinary and complementary cross-
correlation functions of two random signals ( )x t  and ( )y t , they are called jointly WSS or 
jointly SOS, respectively. Stationarity is a typical assumption often made in communications 
literature to make the analysis more tractable. 
For a SOS signal ( )x t  the spectral correlations are zero outside the line 0v =  (a.k.a. the 
stationary manifold). Evaluating (3.6) and (3.7) on 0v =  we obtain the power spectral 
density (PSD) and the complementary power spectral density (CPSD) of ( )x t , as 
 2( ) (0, ) ( ) j fxx xx xxP f f e dp tg t t
¥ -
-¥
= ò   (3.8) 
                                                 
5 Harmonizability of a nonstationary random signal ( )x t  means that it can be represented as 
2( ) d ( ) j ftx t f e px= ò , where ( )fx  is a spectral process with correlated increments d ( )fx  [80], [120]. 
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 2( ) (0, ) ( ) j fxx xx xxC f f c e dp tt t
¥ -
-¥
= ò  . (3.9) 
In the SOS case, the spectral correlations are thus reduced to one-dimensional Fourier 
transforms of ( )xxg t  and ( )xxc t , as is well known [101], [120]. 
( )xxP f  and ( )xxC f  are valid PSD and CPSD if the following three conditions are fulfilled 
for all f  [101]: 
 1.  ( ) 0xxP f ³    
 2.  ( ) ( )xx xxC f C f= -   (3.10) 
 3.  2( ) ( ) ( )xx xx xxC f P f P f£ -    
3.2.1 Ergodicity 
The concept of ergodicity needs to be invoked when building practical estimators for 
stationary random signals. Broadly speaking, ergodicity means that certain time-average 
moments of a random process are equal to the corresponding ensemble averages. One can 
define different orders of ergodicity, for example ergodicity in mean, in mean square, in 
correlation function, and in pdf [126]. In a particular estimation problem, ergodicity should in 
principle be established for all the moments or statistics that are to be estimated.  
A SOS random process ( )x t  is ergodic in the mean if and only if the time average of a 















=ò . (3.11) 
A sufficient condition for (3.11) and therefore for ergodicity in the mean is that  
 ( )xx dg t t
¥
-¥
< ¥ò , (3.12) 
meaning that the ACF be absolutely integrable [126]. 
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+ =ò .  (3.14) 
If we define the random processes ( ) ( ) ( )t x t x tl l *F = +  and ( ) ( ) ( )t x t x tl lQ = +  for each 
l , and assume that ( )x t  has stationary second and fourth-order moments, the sufficient 
conditions for ergodicity in correlation function are obtained as  






< ¥ò  (3.15) 
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< ¥ò , (3.16) 
where ( ) E[ ( ) ( )] E[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]t t x t x t x t x t
l l l lg t t t l t l
* * *
F F = F + F = + + + +  and 
( ) E[ ( ) ( )] E[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]t t x t x t x t x t
l l l lg t t t l t l
* * *
Q Q = Q + Q = + + + +  [126]. In other 
words, ergodicity in correlation function requires that the fourth-order moments ( )
l l
g tF F  and 
( )
l l
g tQ Q  are absolutely integrable. In the vast majority of practical estimation problems, and 
in particular those dealing with communications signals, the second and fourth-order 
moments are finite in magnitude and tend to zero as t ® ¥, meaning that (3.12), (3.15), and 
(3.16) will almost certainly hold. Ergodicity (or a related concept for cyclostationary signals 
called cycloergodicity; see for example [40]) will thus be assumed in the remainder of this 
thesis without explicit proofs. Further discussion of ergodicity is out of our scope, so the 
interested reader is referred to [126] for more details. 
3.2.2 Sample Estimates of Second-Order Moments 
Invoking ergodicity, natural estimators for the autocorrelation functions of SOS signals 
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= +å , (3.20) 
where CN  is the observation block size in samples. 
3.3 Cyclostationary Signals 
The complex envelope of a real-valued RF noise process in the radio front-end is SOS 
[120]. However, practical communication signals are usually not SOS or WSS, because their 
second-order moments (and in some cases also the first-order moment) are periodic or cyclic 
in t due to for example data modulation, carrier modulation, or coding. Such random signals 
are called second-order cyclostationary (cyclostationary (CS) in short) or periodically 
stationary [39], and their second-order moments have the properties 
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  ( , ) ( , )xx xxt t Tg t g t= +   (3.21) 
 ( , ) ( , )xx xxc t c t Tt t= +  (3.22) 
with the fundamental period T . As ( , )xx tg t  and ( , )xxc t t  are periodic, they can be expressed 
as Fourier series [39] 
 2( , ) ( ) j nt Tnxx xx
n
t e
pg t g t
¥
=-¥
= ×å   (3.23) 
 2( , ) ( ) j nt Tnxx xx
n




= ×å  (3.24) 
where the frequencies /n T v , n Î ] , are called cyclic frequencies, and the Fourier 




( ) ( , )
T j nt Tn
xx xx t e dtT




( ) ( , )
T j nt Tn
xx xxc c t e dtT
pt t -= ò . (3.26) 
Functions (3.25) and (3.26) are known as the cyclic autocorrelation function (c-ACF) and 
cyclic complementary autocorrelation function (c-CACF), respectively [39], [120].  
Taking the Fourier transforms of the c-ACF and c-CACF in t  yields the cyclic power 
spectral density (c-PSD) and the cyclic complementary PSD (c-CPSD) as 
 2( ) ( )n n j fxx xxP f e dp tg t t
¥ -
-¥
= ò  (3.27) 
 2( ) ( )n n j fxx xxC f c e dp tt t
¥ -
-¥
= ò . (3.28) 
The c-ACF and c-CACF (and therefore the c-PSD and c-CPSD) are generally non-zero only 
at some of the cyclic frequencies, but not necessarily on the same cyclic frequencies [120]. 
These cyclic statistics find application in many signal processing tasks in communications, 
e.g., symbol and carrier synchronization, signal detection, spectrum sensing, and modulation 
classification [42].  
An important pair of statistics for the purposes of this thesis is obtained by calculating 




( ) ( , ) ( )
T
xx xx xxt dtT




( ) ( , ) ( )
T
xx xx xxc c t dt cT
t t t= ò  . (3.30) 
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( )xxg t  and ( )xxc t  are called the time-average ACF and time-average CACF, respectively. 
The periodicities in ( , )xx tg t  and ( , )xxc t t  are simply removed by averaging over the period, 
thus yielding functions in one dimension. For a non-zero CS random signal ( )x t , 0 ( ) 0xxg t ¹
, meaning that CS processes always have a “stationary component” at 0v = . An often-used 
trick to make a cyclostationary signal SOS is to model the time reference or phase of the 
process as a random variable, distributed uniformly over T [73], [39]. The ACF and CACF of 
the phase-randomized SOS process equal the time-average ACF and CACF of the original CS 
process, respectively [39]. 
Equations (3.25), (3.26), (3.29), and (3.30) give the expressions for a single period T. If 
there are two (or more) distinct periods in ( , )xx tg t  and/or ( , )xxc t t , say 1T  and 2T , the 
integration is done over the least common multiple (LCM) of these periods [120], [41]. If 1T  
and 2T  are incommensurate, their LCM equals ¥. These kinds of processes are generally 
known as almost cyclostationary processes [42]. The second-order cyclic statistics of CS 
processes are generalized to the almost CS case by taking the limit values of (3.25) and (3.26) 
as T tends to infinity [120].  
The time-average PSD and time-average CPSD are then obtained as the Fourier 
transforms of ( )xxg t  and ( )xxc t , respectively, or equivalently by evaluating the c-PSD and c- 
CPSD on the stationary manifold / 0v n T= = : 
 0 0 2( ) ( ) ( )j fxx xx xxP f e d P fp tg t t
¥ -
-¥
= ò   (3.31) 
 0 0 2( ) ( ) ( )j fxx xx xxC f c e d C fp tt t
¥ -
-¥
= ò  . (3.32) 
These are equivalent to the PSD and CPSD of SOS signals, in the sense that a spectrum 
analyzer analyzing a CS signal will draw (a sample estimate of) the time-average PSD, 
whereas for a SOS signal it will draw (a sample estimate of) the PSD [89].  
The sample estimates for the time-average ACF and CACF are the same as for SOS 
signals, defined in (3.17)-(3.20). However, for a CS signal, the integration or summation in 
(3.17)-(3.20) should in principle be done over an integer multiple of the cyclostationary 
period T , or in case of an almost CS signal, with T ® ¥ .  
As a final note for this subsection, the time-average statistics are in fact more relevant 
than the cyclic statistics for the analysis of the circularity-based algorithms in Section IV. This 
is because those algorithms explicitly utilize sample estimates of the time-average 
autocorrelation functions, or in other words, are only concerned with the stationary 
components of the processed signals. Therefore, whenever dealing with CS signals in the 
remainder of this thesis and in [P1]-[P8], unless otherwise stated, ACF, CACF, PSD, and 
CPSD will be understood to mean their time-average counterparts, and properness to mean 
time-average properness (see next subsection). 
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3.4 Circularity and Properness 
Now, we define circularity and properness of complex random variables, vectors, and 
signals. These concepts have been introduced and analyzed in the seminal works by Brown 
[16], Picinbono [99], [101], van den Bos [152], Gardner [41], Neeser [95], Schreier [119] and 
their colleagues, and have been utilized by the author of this thesis for I/Q imbalance analysis 
and compensation in [P1-P8]. 
3.4.1 Random Variables 
For a complex-valued random variable x , circularity is defined as x  and xje a , for any 
[ )0,2a pÎ , having the same probability distribution [99]. The term “circularity” is due to 
the fact that the probability density function (pdf) of a circular random variable x , assuming 
that the pdf exists, has circular contour lines [120]. Here, we refer to these kinds of random 
variables as strictly circular. 
Strict circularity is difficult to measure in practice. A weaker form of circularity called 
moment circularity or Nth order circularity is defined as x  and xje a , for any [ )0,2a pÎ , 
having equal moments up to order N. Nth order moments are defined as  
 ( , ) E[ ]k lxm k l x x*= ,  (3.33) 
with k l N+ =  and 0,k l Î ` . This implies, that for an Nth order circular random variable, 
its only non-zero moments up to order N are the ones with an equal number of nonconjugated 
and conjugated terms, since only in these cases the phase terms cancel out [99]. The 
conditions for second-order circularity are thus  
 
2
(1,0) E[ ] 0







  (3.34) 
All variables, vectors, and signals will be assumed zero-mean in the continuation, unless 
otherwise stated, so the zero-mean condition will not be explicitly mentioned when discussing 
circularity or properness. The condition in (3.34) is also known as properness, and the terms 
second-order circularity and properness are often used interchangeably. Strict circularity 
implies moment circularity, but not vice versa in general. For a complex Gaussian random 
variable, with mean zero, properness implies strict circularity. This is a special property of the 
family of complex elliptical distributions [96] (to which the complex Gaussian distribution 
also belongs), and cannot be generalized to other distributions. 








æ ö÷ç= - ÷ç ÷è ø
 (3.35) 
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which is a direct extension of the real case and the one used almost exclusively in the 
literature. However, in general there is no reason to assume that properness holds. A complete 
description of a complex-valued Gaussian variable/process also takes into account the CACF. 
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 (3.36) 






= , (3.37) 
and E 2(1,1) [ ]xx xm xg =  and E 2(2, 0) [ ]xx xc m x= . Clearly when x  is proper, 0r =  
and (3.36) simplifies to the circular pdf in (3.35). 
3.4.2 Random Vectors 
We first introduce the definitions of mean, covariance matrix and complementary 
covariance matrix of a complex-valued random vector T1 2[ , ,..., ]nx x xx  : 
 E[ ]=x xm  
 HE[ ]xx xxG  (3.38) 
 TE[ ]xxC xx .  
We then define the augmented vector T H T[ , ]=x x x , whose mean vector and covariance 







ê ú= ê úë û
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These are called the augmented mean and augmented covariance matrix of x . 
The concept of circularity is extended to random vectors as follows. A complex random 
vector x  is called circular (or strictly circular) if x  and je ax , for any [ )0,2a pÎ , have the 
same probability distribution. A complex random vector x  is defined proper or second-order 
circular if x  and je ax  have equal second-order moments, or equivalently, if 
 =xxC 0 . (3.39) 
The pdf of a general complex Gaussian random vector is given by [152] 
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 { }H 1121/2
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The univariate pdf in (3.36) is a special case of this for 1n = . Only when x  is proper does 
(3.40) take the form  




-= - - -xx
xx
x x xm G m
G
, (3.41) 
which is the familiar formula for the pdf of a complex-circular Gaussian random vector. The 
circular pdf is completely described by xm  and xxG , so clearly properness implies circularity 
also in the multivariate Gaussian case. Again, this is a special characteristic of the family of 
complex elliptical distributions [96], and cannot be generalized to other distributions. 
3.4.3 Random Signals 
Properness can be established for random SOS signals as follows [99]. A random SOS 
signal ( ) ( ) ( )x t u t j v t= + ×  is defined proper or second-order circular, if  
 ( ) 0,xxc t t= " , (3.42) 
or equivalently, if 
 ( ) 0,xxC f f= " . (3.43) 
Properness can also be interpreted as ( )x t  being uncorrelated with its own complex-
conjugate, since ( ) [ ( ) ( )] [ ( )( ( )) ] ( )xx xxc E x t x t E x t x tt t t g t** *= + = + = . 
When viewed in terms of the real and imaginary parts of ( )x t , we obtain the following 
equivalent conditions for properness: 
 and( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),uu vv uv vvg t g t g t g t t= = - - "  (3.44) 
or 
 and( ) ( ) Re{ ( )} 0,uu vv uvP f P f P f f= = " . (3.45) 
In terms if the real-valued signals ( )u t  and ( )v t , properness of ( )x t  thus means that ( )u t  and 
( )v t  have equal autocorrelation functions and an odd-symmetric crosscorrelation function. 
Odd-symmetry implies that (0) 0uvg = . 
Properness is preserved under linear filtering and modulation, but generally not under 
widely linear filtering (of which I/Q imbalance is a special case). The sum of two (or more) 
proper random signals is proper, while the sum of a proper and nonproper signal, or the sum 
of several nonproper signals, is generally nonproper [120]. 
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Two jointly SOS random signals ( ) ( ) ( )I Qx t x t jx t= +  and ( )y t =  ( ) ( )I Qy t jy t+  are 
called mutually proper if their complementary cross-correlation function vanishes, i.e., 
 ( , ) E[ ( ) ( )] 0xyc t x t y tt t= + = . (3.46) 
Define the vector-valued random signal T1 2( ) [ ( ), ( ),..., ( )]nt x t x t x tx  . Its covariance and 
complementary covariance matrices are given as 
 HE( ) [ ( ) ( )]t tt tG +xx x x   
 TE( ) [ ( ) ( )]t tt t+xxC x x .  
It is defined proper, if  
 ( )t =xxC 0 , (3.47) 
meaning that the elements of x be individually proper and mutually proper [P2]. 
3.4.4 Properness Measures for Random Signals 
The typical properness measure for SOS random signals is the CACF, or the normalized 
CACF 2( ) ( )/xx xx xcr t t s= . For CS signals, properness is defined by a vanishing c-CACF. 
We argue in the following that in many cases, such as analysis and mitigation of mirror-




A CS random signal ( )x t  is called time-average proper, if its time-average CACF vanishes, 
i.e., 
 ( ) 0,xxc t t= " , (3.48) 
or equivalently, if its time-average CPSD equals zero: 
 ( ) 0,xxC f f= " . (3.49) 
For SOS/WSS signals properness and time-average properness are clearly identical 
concepts, but for cyclostationary signals the time-average measure gives a simpler expression, 
because it is a function of only the delay t . Using the time-average CACF as a measure of 
properness allows broadening the class of proper random signals in a useful manner for our 
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Example 3-1. 
An example of a signal that is nonproper by the classical definition (3.42), but proper by 
the time-average properness measure (3.48), is the analytic bandpass signal 02( ) ( )j f ty t e x tp=  
with a SOS nonproper complex envelope ( )x t , i.e., ( ) 0xxc t ¹ . The nonproperness of ( )x t  
could be for example due to data modulation or modulator I/Q imbalance, or both. The 
classical properness measure yields ( , ) E[ ( ) ( )]yyc t y t y tt t= + 0 02 ( )j t j xxe e cw w t t= , which is 
clearly non-zero. It is also periodic in t, with period 0 02 /2 /2Tp w = . Calculating the time-






















































thus demonstrating time-average properness. If the complex envelope ( )x t  is nonproper and 
cyclostationary with period 1T , the integration in the first row of (3.50) is done over the LCM 
of 0 /2T  and 1T . Then, a sufficient condition for time-average properness is that 
0 12/ /T n T¹ , which is to avoid the situation where the carrier modulation moves some of 
the spectral “replicas” of ( )x t  on the stationary manifold. The number of relevant cyclic 
frequencies is dependent on the pulse shape of the signal (see [120] for more details). 
Thus, by using the time-average CACF as the measure of properness, properness can be 
established not only to analytic SOS signals, but also to analytic CS signals with generally 
nonproper complex envelopes (under the above condition on the cyclic frequencies). 
It is clear, however, that the time-average CACF does not utilize all the available second-
order information, because the c-CACF may be nonzero also outside / 0v n T= = . This 
extra information could possibly be utilized in analysis and/or practical compensation 
developments for the impairments considered in this thesis, but this hasn’t been explored yet6. 
It should be noted, however, that to be able to use the cyclic statistics efficiently in practice, 
one must know the period(s). This may be difficult or even impossible in some cases, for 
example under CFO or sampling clock frequency offset. For the estimation of the stationary 
components of the cyclic statistics ( 0n = ), the period(s) need not be known exactly, because 
the integration can always be done with T ® ¥ . This is a very useful property from 
practical implementation point of view. Exploiting the cyclic statistics anyway provides an 
interesting direction for further studies. 
                                                 
6 An attempt was made in [173] to exploit the cyclic statistics in compensating I/Q imbalance of receivers, and a 
slight improvement over the technique from [P5] was found, but the Author of this thesis was unable to replicate 
the results. The method in [173] used a flawed noise model, which may have affected the original results. 
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Figure 3-1: PSD of (a) an analytic signal and (b) a generalized analytic signal. 
3.4.5 Spectral Interpretations of Properness and Nonproperness 
It is well known, that an analytic SOS signal is proper [101], or more generally, that a 
SOS signal whose spectral support is disjoint from the spectral support of its complex 
conjugate is proper [119], [P2]. The latter type of signal is called generalized analytic [119]. 
These signal types are illustrated in Figure 3-1. 
This is of course not the whole story, because a signal whose spectral support overlaps 
with the spectral support of its complex conjugate can also be proper. For SOS signals, a more 
general result states that a signal is proper if and only if E[d ( )d ( )] 0f fx x - =  [120], where 
d ( )fx  are the increments of the spectral process of ( )x t , related as 
 2( ) d ( ) j ftx t f e px
¥
-¥
= ò . (3.51) 
Simple examples of such signals are the complex envelope of a bandpass WSS real-valued 
signal (e.g., thermal noise), or a QPSK modulated baseband signal [101], [120]. Notice that 
E[d ( )d ( )] 0f fx x - =  implies that the signal is free of mirror-frequency interference. This 
result applies also to time-average statistics of CS signals [120]. For CS signals this 
connection between properness and mirror-frequency interference has not been explicitly 
stated before, but it follows directly from Result 10.1 in [120]. The interested reader is 
referred to [120] and the references therein for details. 
3.4.6 Most Communications Signals are Proper 
Single-Carrier M-PSK and M-QAM 
M-PSK (with 2M > ) and square M-QAM alphabets with equally probable symbols are 
proper. Real-valued modulations such as M-PAM and BPSK are nonproper, as are also offset 
QAM modulations. Linear filtering preserves properness or nonproperness, so the pulse-
shaped versions of these data modulation formats remain proper or nonproper. 
OFDM and SC-FDMA 
An OFDM signal that is composed of proper symbol alphabets, and whose subcarrier 
symbols are mutually proper, is of course proper. Using the notion of time-average 
properness, we can also say that an OFDM signal constructed of improper alphabets is proper 
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as long as mirror subcarrier symbols are mutually proper (true if they are independent), and 
the DC subcarrier is proper (or zero). A SOS SC-FDMA waveform is proper if the individual 
signals are mutually and individually proper [6]. Through the definition of time-average 
properness, properness can be established also for SC-FDMA waveforms that are composed 
of individually and mutually proper CS signals. 
General Multi-Carrier Signals 
A general multi-carrier signal that is constructed of individually and mutually proper SOS 
signals is proper [P2]. With the results of this Section, properness can be said to hold for a 
multi-carrier signal that is made up of individually and mutually proper CS signals. 
CDMA 
Direct-spread CDMA signals are proper if the symbols are proper, or if the signature 
sequence is proper in the time-average sense. 
3.5 Effects of Physical Non-idealities on Properness 
Now, the effects on properness of certain non-idealities related to analog circuit 
impairments and the radio channel are reviewed. They have been assessed in our works [P2], 
[P8], [6], [148], as well as the work of others, e.g., [101], [119]. They are an important part of 
the thesis contribution, and a motivator for the receiver I/Q imbalance compensation studies 
to be reviewed in Chapter 4. 
3.5.1 Power Amplifier Nonlinearity 
There are no general results available in the literature on the effects of nonlinearities on 
properness. However, third order polynomial nonlinearity, which is the dominant nonlinear 
term created for example by RF power amplifiers, was shown in [P8] to preserve the 
properness or nonproperness of a signal. 
3.5.2 The Radio Channel 
The radio channel is modeled as a linear time-variant FIR filter with impulse response 
( , )kh t l , where kl , with 1,2,...,k Nl= , denotes the propagation delay of the kth distinct 
multipath component arriving at the receiver. Nl  is finite, and Nll  corresponds to the delay 
spread of the channel. The channel output signal is thus 
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= -å . (3.52) 
The CACF of the channel output signal becomes [P2], [P8]  
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 . (3.53) 
With independently fading, WSS, and circular taps (e.g., Rayleigh fading), the received signal 
is made circular by the time-varying channel, regardless of the circularity of ( )s t  [P2], [P8]. If 
the channel is deterministic (fixed taps), the properness of ( )r t  is determined by the 
properness of ( )s t .  
3.5.3 Additive Noise 
The complex envelope of a stationary real-valued bandpass signal is proper [101]. Thus, 
the additive noise generated in the antenna and RF parts of a radio receiver (usually assumed 
to be AWGN) is proper. The sum of two proper random signals is proper, while the sum of a 
nonproper and proper signal is nonproper. Hence, proper additive noise emanating from the 
RF parts of the receiver does not affect properness or nonproperness of the received signal. 
If the mixers or the baseband parts of an I/Q receiver (up to and including the ADCs) 
contribute significantly to the noise figure (which is an unusual situation), the additive noise 
can become nonproper due to relative power differences of the I and Q signal path noise 
processes. However, the LNA is known to be the most important component contributing to 
the noise figure, and the baseband parts are regarded as having very little effect on it [19], 
[111]. Thus, while the baseband parts have the potential to generate nonproper noise, we have 
chosen to ignore it due to its small contribution to the overall noise figure, as is invariably 
done in the literature. 
3.5.4 Carrier Frequency Offset 
Properness is preserved under complex mixing [120], and therefore under carrier 
frequency offset. For a nonproper SOS signal ( )x t , however, the CACF of the frequency-
shifted version ( )y t =  0 ( )j te x tw  is ( , ) E[ ( ) ( )]yyc t y t y tt t= + 0 02 ( )j t j xxe e cw w t t= , which is 
non-zero. But as was seen in Example 3-1 and (3.50), the time-average CACF of ( )y t  
vanishes. Complex mixing thus, while preserving the properness of a proper signal, also 
makes a nonproper signal proper. If we evaluate the c-CACF of ( )y t  at the first cyclic 
frequency 1n = , or 01/( 2)v T= 02w= , we obtain 
 
0





( ) ( ) ( )
2
T
j j t j t j
yy xx xxc e c e e dt e cT
w t w w w tt t t-= × =ò , (3.54) 
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meaning that the frequency offset 0w  has moved the CACF of ( )x t  to 1n =  and thus off the 
stationary manifold, in effect making the signal (time-average) proper.  
The circularizing effect of CFO was established in [P8], however not through the time-
average CACF explicitly, but by looking at the expected value of the sample estimate of the 
CACF in (3.20), assuming that ( )x t  was SOS. The result in (3.50) and Example 3-1 is more 
general, since it applies to a CS ( )x t  also. 
3.5.5 Phase Noise 
In [P8], it was shown that Wiener phase noise tends to make nonproper signals proper, in 
the time average sense. On the other hand, using a general PLL-type phase noise model, such 
an effect is not seen [P8]. 
3.5.6 Receiver Nonlinearities and DC Offsets 
Properness is defined by a vanishing CACF and a zero mean. Thus, a DC level, arising 
for example from LO signal self mixing, will make a signal nonproper. Static DC offset is 
easy to estimate and remove from the received signal, and cancellation is usually done already 
before the AD interface to avoid ADC saturation, usually by high-pass/notch filtering (“AC 
coupling”). Any residual static DC offset is removed in the digital domain by subtracting the 
mean of the signal from the signal itself. 
Even-order nonlinearities, for example the second-order intermodulation created by signal 
self-mixing in a DCR (“dynamic DC offset”; see, e.g., [35]), can make a signal nonproper 
[P8]. The magnitude of the effect depends on the RF-to-LO isolation of the mixers, i.e., how 
much the RF signal leaking to the LO input of the mixer is attenuated. This was studied in 
[P8], and the effect on circularity-based I/Q imbalance compensation was shown to be 
negligible under realistic RF-to-LO isolation values in the order of 35-50 dB, and in the 
absence of blocker signals. 
3.5.7 I/Q Imbalance 
The I/Q imbalance phenomenon was introduced in subsection 2.3, and it was shown to 
effectively be a widely-linear filter. WL filtering is generally known to make a proper signal 
nonproper [120]. To see this in more detail, first assume that the perfectly balanced signal 
( )z t  is proper with ( ) 0zzc t t= " , and denote its ACF by ( )zzg t . Then, after some rather 
straight-forward manipulations, the second-order statistics of the imbalanced signal 
1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x t g t z t g t z t
*= +   can be written as 
 
[ ]
1 1 2 2
( ) E ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
xx
zz zz
x t x t
g g g g
g t t




= - + - -

   
  (3.55) 
and 
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 (3.56) 
thus revealing the nonproperness of the imbalanced signal. This same effect is seen with both 
TX and RX I/Q imbalances, but the forms of the filters 1( )g t  and 2( )g t  are slightly different 
(see (2.23) for details). 
Now that properness is properly defined, and established for the vast majority of practical 
communication signals, we proceed to use it in receiver front-end signal processing, as the 
leading principle in I/Q imbalance compensation. It can also be used for the same purpose in 
direct-conversion transmitters, as outlined in [P1], and recapped in Chapter 5. 
 
 
Chapter 4  
Digital I/Q Imbalance Compensation in 
Direct-Conversion Receivers 
In this Chapter, the contributions to receiver I/Q imbalance compensation in [P2], [P5]-
[P7] are reviewed. These can be divided into techniques considering frequency-independent 
I/Q imbalances in [P5] and [P7], and methods capable of compensating frequency-selective 
I/Q mismatches in [P2] and [P6]. In all these studies, the asymmetrical widely-linear 
compensator structure, introduced in (2.49) and drawn in Figure 4-1, is utilized. The 
algorithms are based on so-called recircularization of the received, imbalanced signal, i.e., on 
explicitly forcing the compensator output proper. The methods are all blind, in the sense that 
they do not need any specific training data for parameter estimation.  
4.1 Background and Prior Art 
4.1.1 Data-Aided Estimation Techniques 
Many of the practical compensation developments in the literature involve training signal 
based estimation of the imbalance parameters 1, ( )RXg t , 2, ( )RXg t , or of the optimum 
compensators in (2.47), (2.50), and (2.51) directly. Particular interest has been on OFDM 
systems under TX and/or RX I/Q imbalance, where estimation is done at the receiver side 
utilizing system-specific preamble symbols or pilot subcarriers. In such a scenario, the 
coupled parameters multiplying ( )TXZ f  and ( )TXZ f* -  in the link model (2.34) can be 
identified using, e.g., least-squares type model fitting, minimum mean-square error (MMSE), 
or maximum likelihood (ML) based estimation. Such work has been reported, e.g., in [7], 
[81], [114], [122], [132], [137] for estimation of RX I/Q imbalances and the channel, and for 
example in [134], [78], [82] considering both TX and RX I/Q imbalances along with the 
channel. Extensions to these approaches, taking into account also CFO, are detailed in [14], 
[38], [124], [129], [136], [138], [161]. Extensions to spatial multiplexing multi-antenna 
MIMO-OFDM systems are then considered in [54], [56], [108], [116], [117], [131], [133], 
[168] with different mixtures of RX and TX I/Q imbalances, CFO, and phase noise, as well as 
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in [169], [170], [172] considering the space-time coded (STC) multi-antenna OFDM case. 
More general, modulation-independent, preamble based formulations in time-domain have 
been proposed in [69], [125], [162] for the single-antenna case, and in [55] for a general 
MIMO case with RX I/Q imbalance. 
4.1.2 Blind Statistical Estimation Techniques 
An alternative approach to RX I/Q imbalance estimation and compensation is to utilize 
the statistical properties of the used communications waveforms, so that no explicit 
knowledge of the transmit waveforms is needed. Two different approaches have been 
established - one based on the statistics of the real-valued I and Q signals and another one 
based on the statistics of the corresponding complex signals. In general, blind statistical 
methods are particularly well suited for receiver I/Q imbalance mitigation where, by default, 
the ideal received waveform ( )RXz n  is unknown due to channel noise, multipath, and lack of 
synchronization information, etc. [P2], [P8], [45], [144], [160]. Data-aided estimation may 
also be feasible, but because RX I/Q imbalance is the last in the chain of analog system 
impairments, any data-aided estimator basically needs to take into account all the other 
system impairments. This leads to needlessly complicated estimators for a simple impairment, 
especially so in multi-user scenarios. A further advantage of using blind methods for RX I/Q 
imbalance compensation is that all subsequent signal processing blocks, such as carrier 
frequency offset (CFO) compensation and channel estimation and equalization, remain 
unchanged compared to a system without I/Q imbalance.  
The techniques utilizing real-valued I/Q signal models and the corresponding I/Q signal 
statistics build on the fact that I/Q imbalances create correlation (or statistical dependence 
more generally) between the observed I and Q signals. Second-order statistics based 
techniques to remove this correlation are proposed, e.g., in [50], [146], shown to be robust 
also against for example CFO. Higher-order statistical techniques, based on blind signal 
separation (BSS) of the I and Q signals, are in turn proposed in [147], also taking into account 
CFO and channel equalization. 
Using complex-valued signals, various statistical techniques have been proposed for both 
low-IF and direct-conversion type radio architectures. In the low-IF case, one well-established 
approach is to downconvert the signals from both positive and negative IF’s to baseband in 
the receiver digital front-end. Using these IF observations, either adaptive interference 
cancellation (AIC) or BSS based signal estimation techniques have been proposed, e.g., in 
[58], [144], [142], [143], [164] for both frequency-independent and frequency-dependent 
imbalance scenarios. Alternative moment estimation based approaches are described for the 
low-IF case in [45] and [157], in the OFDM direct-conversion receiver context in [61], and 
for a general I/Q receiver in [46]7. In [103] and [148], BSS type adaptive techniques, based on 
                                                 
7 The algorithm in [46] is identical to the one proposed in [P5]. 
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decorrelating the received signal with its complex conjugate, are proposed for a general I/Q 
receiver. The algorithm in [103] utilizes the properness feature implicitly, and is also capable 
of compensating frequency-selective I/Q imbalances, whereas [148] is the first work in the 
literature that utilizes properness explicitly, although in a frequency-independent imbalance 
setting. The work in [148] was the initial inspiration for the work that culminated in the 
publications [P2], [P5], [P6], [P7], and [P8]. 
The contributions in [P2], [P5], [P6], [P7], and [P8] also utilize the statistical properties of 
complex-valued signals, but they differ from most of the above mentioned techniques in the 
sense that they are applicable with any modulation format and in any I/Q receiver setting, 
whether a single-user direct-conversion or low-IF receiver, or a multi-channel/multi-user 
direct-conversion receiver. From the state-of-the art literature, only [46], [50], [103], [146], 
[147], [148] consider this general I/Q receiver setting, with all except [103] focusing on the 
frequency-independent I/Q imbalance case. 
4.2 Blind Circularity-Based Algorithms 
The recircularization algorithms are based on the observations, that the received signal 
without RX I/Q imbalance is proper (as argued in Subsection 3.4.6 and Section 3.5 based on 
[P8], [P2]), while I/Q imbalance makes it nonproper (as shown in (3.56)). A natural strategy 
for I/Q imbalance compensation is then to make the received signal proper again. If the 
premise of an originally proper signal holds, this will implicitly remove the mirror-frequency 
interference [P2]. In light of subsection 3.4.5, stating that a signal is proper if and only if it is 
free of mirror-frequency interference, this is an obvious result. 
The compensator structure that was used in [P2], [P5], [P6], [P7], and [P8] is the 
asymmetric widely-linear filter, shown in Figure 4-1. This structure has a single FIR filter (of 
length WN ) in the conjugate signal branch, denoted here by RXw 
T
,1 ,2 ,[ , , ..., ]WRX RX RX Nw w w . The compensator output signal is ( ) ( )RXy n x n= +  
( )TRX RX n
*w x , where ( )RXx n  denotes the input signal, and ( ) [ ( ) ( 1)RX RX RXn x n x n* = -x "
( 1)]TRX Wx n N- + . The objective of the algorithms is to make the output signal proper for 
the span of the filter, i.e., to have  
 [ ( ) ( )]E n y n =y 0 , (4.1) 
where ( ) [ ( ) ( 1) ( 1)]TWn y n y n y n N= - - +y "  and 0  is  a  vector  of  all  zeros.  In  [P2],  it  
was shown that there are two solutions to (4.1); the one in (2.51) which suppresses the 
conjugate signal term, and the mirror solution ( ) 1/ ( )m idRX RXW f W f*= , which mitigates the 
desired non-conjugate signal. Convergence to the mirror solution can be avoided by design in  
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Figure 4-1. Asymmetric widely-linear I/Q imbalance compensator structure in (a) block processing and (b) 
iterative modes of operation. 
the block processing algorithm, and by proper initialization in the iterative algorithm, as 
described in [P2]. 
4.2.1 Frequency-selective estimators 
The algorithms proposed in [P2], [P6] are now shortly reviewed, and the reader is referred 
to the original articles for full details. The technique in [P2] is based on estimating the ACF 
and CACF of the received waveform ( )RXx n  explicitly using sample estimates, and then 
solving for the compensator filter using these statistics only. First, expand (4.1) and write it as 
a function of the input signal statistics, as [P2] 
 RX RX RX RX RX RX RX*+ + + =c w w WC w 0G G , (4.2) 
where the matrices RXG  and RXG  are constructed from the ACF of ( )RXx n , i.e., 
( ) E[ ( ) ( )]RX RX RXl x n x n lg *= + , while the entries of RX*C  and RXc  are  from the  CACF of  
( )RXx n , defined as ( ) E[ ( ) ( )]RX RX RXc l x n x n l= + . For the exact definitions of these 
matrices and vectors, the interested reader is referred to [P2]. Noting that the last term on the 
LHS of (4.2) is vanishingly small compared to the other terms (see also [P2], [8]), we can 
ignore it and obtain a closed-form approximate solution for the compensator filter as [P2] 
 1( )RX RX RX RX-= - +w cG G . (4.3) 
Given ( )RX lg  and ( )RXc l , this approximate solution is very close to the optimum solution in 
(2.51), and in the single-tap (memoryless) compensator case has been shown  to triple the dB-
value of the front-end IRR [P5]. The approximate solution can be further refined with a 
simple iteration if needed, as described in [P2]. One option for estimating ( )RX lg  and ( )RXc l  




























= +å  (4.5) 
where N denotes the estimator block size. The finite accuracy of the sample statistics will 
affect the achievable performance to some extent, depending essentially on the block-size. 
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An iterative algorithm for nulling (4.1) was proposed in [P6]. The algorithm is iterated for 
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where l  denotes the adaptation step-size. The only stability point of this algorithm is the 
point where [ ( ) ( )]E n y n =y 0 , i.e., when the compensator output signal is proper. By 
initializing the filter as 0 =w 0  practically guarantees that the iteration converges towards 
the optimum solution given in (2.51) instead of the mirror solution [P2], [P6]. To give some 
further formal justification to the algorithm, it can be viewed as a “stochastic” Newton zero 
search in the function ( ) =f w E[ ( ) ( )]n y ny . The exact convergence speed and the obtained 
steady-state estimation performance depend on the applied step-size value as well as the 
actual PSD of the processed signal [P2], [P6]. 
A modification to the basic iterative solution was introduced in [P2] in order to reduce the 
residual steady-state variance of the filter coefficients. It involves simple low-pass filtering of 
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  (4.7) 
where [ )0,1a Î  is the smoothing parameter. The smoothing parameter adjusts the memory 
of the algorithm, which is approximately given by 1/(1 )a- . This means that the 
convergence of (4.7) is delayed by 1/(1 )a-  with respect to the basic iterative solution in 
(4.6), even though their rates of convergence are otherwise the same. 
4.2.2 Frequency-independent compensators 
Frequency-independent or memoryless compensators can be obtained as special cases of 
the previous multi-tap solutions. However, for the single-tap version of the block estimator in 













where (0)RX RXg g  and (0)RX RXc c . An approximation to the above, which avoids the 










= - . (4.9) 
This solution is the single-tap version of (4.3), and was shown in [P5] to give a maximum 3-
fold increase (in dBs) to the front-end IRR, as mentioned already earlier. 
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In [P7] an alternative formulation for output circularization was given, based on gradient 
descent minimization of the cost function 
 ( )
22 22( ) [ ( )] [ ( ) ( ) ]RX RXJ w E y n E x n wx n
*= = + .  (4.11) 
The solution proposed in [P7] is 
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 (4.12) 
where 0,1,2,...n =  is the iteration index, the first two rows are recursive estimates of the 
statistics RXg  and RXc , [ )0,1a Î  is the recursion coefficient, and e ( )w nJ wÑ  is the estimate 
of the gradient of (4.11). This algorithm was shown in [P7] to converge faster than the basic 
iterative algorithm in (4.10) and the IF decorrelation method from [58], or from another 
viewpoint, to give a lower steady-state variance when convergence speeds are equal. 
4.3 Simulation and Measurement Examples 
Now, simulation and RF laboratory measurement examples are given for the blind 
circularity-based algorithms presented above. Most of these results are reproduced from [P2], 
[P5]-[P8].  
4.3.1 Simulation example 1 – IRR in a 2-carrier low-IF receiver 
The first simulation scenario assumed here is a 2-carrier low-IF receiver operating at 2 
GHz RF range. Both carriers have 16-QAM data modulation, ordinary raised-cosine pulse-
shaping, and 25% roll-off. A symbol rate of 3.84 MHz complying with the 3GPP 
specifications is assumed, yielding individual waveform bandwidths of about 5 MHz. In the 
receiver analog front-end, the two incoming carriers are I/Q downconverted symmetrically 
around DC, being then located at ±3 MHz IF’s, and sampled at a sampling rate of 15.36 MHz 
(4 times oversampling). The simulation model contains also independently fading multipath 
channels for the two carrier signals, with their power delay profiles following the Extended 
Vehicular A model described in [128]. A mobility of 120 km/h is assumed as a challenging 
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Figure 4-2. Compensated IRRs for the circularity-based iterative and block algorithms, with 1-tap and 3-
tap compensation filters, in a two-carrier low-IF receiver. Both signals are 16-QAM, and they have an RF 
power difference of 30 dB. Extended Vehicular A (120 km/h) channel and received SNR = 10 dB. 
Frequency-dependent analog front-end I/Q imbalances, resulting in IRR varying between 27-33dB. 
example case. The channel model also includes additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), with 
the weaker carrier having an effective in-band signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 10 dB. The 
receiver analog front-end model has frequency-dependent I/Q imbalances, with the resulting 
IRR varying smoothly between 27…33 dB. For comparison purposes, both 1-tap and 3-tap 
versions of the algorithms are implemented. 
Figure 4-2. shows the obtained image attenuation curves of the iterative compensator in 
(4.6) and the block-compensator in (4.3), plotted as a function of frequency, and assuming 30 
dB RF power difference between the two carriers. Also shown is the corresponding IRR curve 
of the analog front-end alone. The shown IRR curves represent an average value obtained in 
100 independent simulation runs (ensemble averaging). All algorithms utilize 50,000 samples 
for estimation, and the step-sizes of the iterative algorithms are chosen such that the 
coefficients have converged in this time. The first important observation is that the obtained 
image attenuation is clearly better with 3-tap compensators, compared to the 1-tap algorithms. 
This is indeed due to the frequency-selective nature of the imbalances, which the 1-tap 
compensators do not account for. A very desirable feature of the compensators is that they are 
tuning most of the attenuation to those frequencies which experience the most mirror-
frequency interference, which in this case is the band of the weaker carrier. Another key 
observation is that while both the iterative and block approaches are providing very high IRR 
at the weaker carrier band, the performance of the block algorithm is still considerably better. 
Thus in this sense, the block algorithm is using the available data more efficiently. Even 
though this is somewhat dependent on the step-size of the adaptive algorithm, these kinds of 
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Figure 4-3. Integrated total in-band image attenuations at the weaker carrier band as a function of 
received RF power difference between two carriers with 16-QAM data modulation, Extended Vehicular A 
(120 km/h) channel model and received SNR = 10 dB. The iterative and block-processing based methods 
(3-tap compensators) are simulated with D denoting the coefficient smoothing parameter in the iterative 
solutions. Frequency-dependent analog front-end I/Q imbalances, resulting in 31 dB integrated image 
attenuation at the weaker carrier band. 
conclusions are typical in the estimation literature, when the parameters (here imbalances) are 
not changing in time. 
Next, we simulate the 3-tap iterative and block-based algorithms, and vary the RF power 
difference of the two carriers between 0 dB and 50 dB. Coefficient smoothing for the iterative 
algorithm is also included to illustrate its effects. Otherwise, the simulation scenario is 
identical to the previous one. Again, all the step-sizes of the adaptive algorithms are selected 
such that similar convergence properties are obtained, and the overall number of received 
samples used for the adaptation and/or estimation is 50,000. The obtained results in terms of 
the total integrated IRR within the weaker carrier band are shown in Figure 4-3. The most 
important observation is that the overall IRR is increasing with increasing power difference 
between the signals. Thus essentially, the algorithms are able to keep a relatively constant 
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) at the compensator output. Again, the block algorithm gives a 
consistently higher level of performance compared to the iterative algorithm. The effect of 
coefficient smoothing is also clearly observed in Figure 4-3. With 0.999a = , the integrated 
IRR is improved by 3-5 dB’s compared to 0a =  (the basic iterative algorithm), depending 
on the RF power difference. 
4.3.2 Simulation example 2 – IRR in 3GPP LTE uplink with several RF impairments  
Now, from [P8], the circularity-based RX I/Q imbalance mitigation algorithms in (4.3) and 
(4.6) are tested under other impairments, namely TX I/Q imbalance, time-varying channel, 
CFO, and DC offsets, to verify the analysis made in [P8].  We consider the 3GPP Long-Term 
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Figure 4-4. Receiver image leakage ratio vs. sample index in 3GPP LTE basestation receiver. Shown are 
the ILRs for the block algorithm in (4.3) and the iterative algorithm in (4.6) with step-size 6 23 10 / RXs-× , 
where 2 2E[| ( ) | ]RX RXx ns = . 
Evolution (LTE) uplink, which employs single-carrier frequency-division multiple access 
(SC-FDMA) [1], as a practical example case. We assume the 10 MHz mode, which has 1024 
total subcarriers, out of which a maximum of 600 are used for transmission. The number of 
users varies from subframe (1 ms) to subframe, with user bandwidths, subcarrier allocations, 
CFOs, TX I/Q imbalances, and channel impulse responses drawn randomly for each user in 
each subframe. Spectral occupancy is 75 % on average. CFO range is +/- 0.15 ppm, which for 
2 GHz carrier frequency corresponds to +/- 300 Hz. TX IRRs vary between 26… dB, with 
an average of about 33 dB. The channels are assumed block-fading, and they follow the 
Extended Vehicular A power delay profile from [128]. RF-to-LO isolation is 45 dB, LO-to-
RF isolation is 47 dB, and average in-band SNR equals 15 dB. RX I/Q imbalance is 
frequency-selective, and varying between 27-34 dB within the signal band. RX imbalance 
compensator filter has 3 taps. 
Figure 4-4. shows the ILRs8 of the 3-tap block and iterative algorithms from (4.3) and 
(4.6) as a function of sample index, ensemble averaged over 100 independent realizations. 
The algorithms are clearly able to compensate for the majority of the RX imbalance, in spite 
of the other impairments. The block-based algorithm is using the available data more 
efficiently, giving 55-60 dB IRR, with a continuing downward trend as N grows. For the 
iterative algorithm, to obtain smaller steady-state variance (and hence smaller ILR), the step-
size should be made smaller.  
It is also worth noting that the 3GPP LTE uplink is, from the viewpoint of the properness 
of the received signal, perhaps one of the most challenging scenarios. This is because the 
mobile transmitters will invariably transmit nonproper waveforms due to TX I/Q imbalance,  
                                                 
8 Image leakage ratio was used as a figure of merit in [P8] due to presentational clarity. 
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Figure 4-5. Example measured spectrum with 3G-LTE SC-FDMA waveforms after analog front-end I/Q 
downconversion and filtering. 10 MHz overall spectrum deployment. The individual mobile station (MS) 
bands are also shown in the figure. The relative spectral density levels are {0, 10, 15, 20} dB, for MS1-4, 
respectively. 
while their CFO’s will be tightly synchronized to the basestation LO (specified mobile LO 
uncertainty is ±0.1 ppm, corresponding to ±200 Hz at 2 GHz LO frequency), thus providing a 
very slow circularizing effect. On the other hand, the channels are time varying, making the 
received signal circular under the assumption of circular, independently fading taps. 
Altogether, even though properness is established for the received signal, a somewhat slower 
convergence rate is seen in this case, compared to a system without TX I/Q imbalances. The 
DC offsets can also in principle affect the obtainable ILR slightly, even though their effect 
was shown in [P8] to be small with practical RF-to-LO isolation values. In summary, this 
experiment largely verifies the analysis made in Section 3.5 and [P8], and builds confidence 
on the practical feasibility of the circularity-based algorithms in challenging scenarios such as 
the LTE uplink. 
4.3.3 Measurement example 
A RF measurement example from [P2] is given, to illustrate the effectiveness of the 
techniques in a real I/Q demodulator chip. These 600 subcarriers are allocated to four 
different mobile stations (MS) as {300, 150, 75, 75}, yielding mobile bandwidths around 
{4.5, 2.25, 1.125, 1.125} MHz, for the MS1-MS4, respectively. At the receiver input, the 
relative spectral density levels of the four signals are {0, 10, 15, 20} dB, respectively, 
representing a challenging yet practical example case of overall RF dynamics in the order of 
20 dB. The measured spectrum is shown in Figure 4-5.. 
In this case, the most wideband mobile (MS1) is interfered by the other three mobiles at 
its mirror-frequency band, and vice versa. In the following, we detect only this most wideband 
mobile signal since it is the weakest one and thus most sensitive to mirror-frequency 
interference. 
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Figure 4-6. Example demodulated symbol rate 16-QAM constellations for mobile station 1 without and 
with compensation (with the block-algorithm). The measurement system circuit noise is roughly 30dB 
below the target signal level.  
 
 
Figure 4-7. Obtained IRR’s with measured 3G-LTE SC-FDMA signals at the wideband mobile (MS1) band. 
An example of demodulated symbol rate constellations, with 16-QAM data modulation at 
the active subcarriers, is shown in Figure 4-6, without and with compensation. Here, 1-tap and 
3-tap versions of the block-compensator are used as an example. Clearly, there is considerable 
amount of mirror-frequency interference in the constellation without compensation, while the 
remaining dispersion in the compensated constellations is mainly due to residual 
synchronization errors, inevitable circuit and measurement noise, and possible residual ISI 
due to the on-chip analog baseband filters. Based on the measured spectrum in Figure 4-5., 
the circuit and measurement noise floor is approximately 30 dB below the wideband mobile 
(MS1) signal level. 
Following the front-end imbalance parameter estimation approach in [P2], Figure 4-7. 
shows the calculated uncompensated and compensated IRR values in the band of the weakest 
mobile (MS1) in the previous measured SC-FDMA example case. The compensated IRR is 
ensemble averaged over 20 independent measurements. For the block algorithm, the 
compensator coefficients are estimated from a block of 50000 samples, while for the iterative 
algorithm, a suitable step-size is selected such that the algorithm reaches steady-state after 
about 40-50000 iterations. The 3-tap compensators give more consistent performance over the 
interesting band, while the 1-tap compensators tune most of their attenuation to approximately 
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the center of the band with the strong interference (as discussed earlier). The block-solutions 
are again seen to outperform the corresponding iterative solutions. Within the wideband 
mobile band, the 3-tap block algorithm gives 2…20 dB increase in the IRR. 
4.4 Practical Aspects and Conclusions 
The properness-based algorithms provide a practical and effective “plug-and-play” 
solution to the problem of I/Q imbalance in all receivers utilizing direct I/Q downconversion. 
They are robust in the face of multipath, additive noise, CFO, phase noise, PA nonlinearity, 
and practical levels of DC offsets [P2], [P8]. Furthermore, under time-varying channel or 
CFO, both of which are invariably present in most practical situations, the proposed 
techniques can also tolerate nonproper transmitted waveforms, arising from either nonproper 
data modulations or TX I/Q imbalances, as shown analytically in Section 3.5 and [P8], and 
experimentally above.  
The proposed techniques are particularly attractive in cases where several signals are 
received simultaneously, such as in FDMA systems, or in multi-standard software defined 
radios, where the variety of received waveforms is large and may evolve over time. In an 
FDMA receiver (such as in LTE uplink), any data-aided estimator would become 
unnecessarily complex, having to take into account the channel responses, CFOs, and pilot 
data of all the individual users. In SDRs, on the other hand, a data-aided I/Q imbalance 
estimator would have to be tailored for each waveform independently, leading to unnecessary 
complexity. Due to the very slow time variations of the I/Q imbalances, the slower 
convergence rates of the proposed blind algorithms are not a concern. Altogether, the above 
considerations make the proposed algorithms of significant practical interest. 
 
 
Chapter 5  
Digital Calibration Techniques for 
Direct-Conversion Transmitters 
This Chapter reviews the contributions to digital calibration of direct-conversion 
transmitters in [P1], [P3], and [P4]. In [P1], solutions for estimating and compensating 
frequency-dependent TX I/Q imbalances are proposed, while [P3] and [P4] present techniques 
for the joint estimation and compensation of frequency-dependent PA nonlinearity and I/Q 
imbalance, as well as LO leakage. The compensation processing, herein referred to as 
predistortion, takes place at digital baseband, in the digital front-end of the transmitter. The 
predistorters are linear with respect to their parameters, therefore facilitating efficient 
estimation through linear least squares (LS) techniques. It is further assumed, that a feedback 
loop is available inside the transmitter for the purpose of extracting the complex envelope of 
the PA or the I/Q modulator output signal, which is needed in estimating the predistorter 
parameters. Due to the adaptive nature, the term adaptive digital predistortion is often used to 
describe such processing. During the estimation stage, no specially designed training data or 
specific modulation format is required, but the estimators can basically utilize the regular 
transmitted data for training, promoting flexible and standard-independent operation.  
5.1 Background and Prior Art 
Related work in the literature focusing on digital transmitter I/Q calibration is now briefly 
reviewed. The works in [21], [32], [57], [86], and [167] address the I/Q calibration task in an 
ordinary single-channel DCT, while a low-IF type single-channel DCT is assumed in [159]. 
The basic assumption in all the previous studies is that I/Q imbalance is frequency-
independent within the signal band. The studies in [30], [70], [140], in turn, are more general 
in the sense that frequency-dependent I/Q imbalance is assumed. A multi-channel signal 
structure is explicitly assumed in [70], and the compensator is operating in a pair-wise manner 
for each symmetric mirror-channel pair. However, within any individual channel, the I/Q 
imbalance is assumed constant. Moreover, the mirror signal band is assumed vacant during 
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the calibration, meaning that a specific training period is needed. In [140], the modulator 
imbalances are not considered, but the treatment is limited to the mismatches between the 
analog reconstruction filters. Thus, the feedback signal is measured from the input of  the  
modulator. The approach in [31] is based on inverse modeling of the imbalance filters with 
real-valued signals, utilizing linear least squares parameter estimation. This work, along with 
[P1], represent the state-of-the-art in TX I/Q imbalance mitigation, because these techniques 
are the only techniques in the literature that can handle frequency-selective imbalances, 
require no special training data or period, and are applicable in any direct I/Q upconversion 
based TX, independent of modulation format. 
Regarding studies related to the scope of [P3] and [P4], the magnitude of research that has 
been done on PA digital predistortion during the past 20 years is too big to be summarized 
here. The reader is referred to [44], [59], [98], [121] for reviews and references on PA 
predistortion and behavioral modeling, which are intimately linked. Instead, we focus on the 
studies that consider the digital predistortion of both PA nonlinearity and I/Q modulator 
impairments. 
In Section 2.5, it was shown that the I/Q modulator impairments (I/Q imbalance and LO 
leakage) are interacting with the PA nonlinearity. Despite the parameters of PA and I/Q 
modulator impairments being nonlinearly coupled, it is possible to estimate these impairments 
(or the corresponding predistorters) individually with the help of extra RF hardware. This is 
an underlying assumption in [P1], as well as in [31], which assume that a second coupler is 
implemented (at the IQM output), along with an RF switch to choose between the couplers at 
the IQM output and the PA output (see Figure 5-1). In [23] and [33] a second, envelope 
detector based, feedback loop is needed for the purpose of IQM impairment estimation. 
Purely algorithmic methods for decoupling the PA and IQM predistorter estimates using a 
single observation of the PA output only do not exist at the moment, at least to the best of the 
author’s knowledge. 
Joint predistorters, needing no extra RF hardware for their training, were developed in 
[53] and [72]. However, these techniques only considered frequency-independent 
(memoryless) impairments, limiting their applicability in modern broadband systems. The 
purpose of [P3] and [P4] is to introduce a practical and effective joint PA and IQM 
predistorter structure for frequency-dependent impairments, as well as to propose procedures 
for its training.  
5.2 Transmitter Front-End With Feedback Receiver and Adaptive Digital 
Predistortion 
The general I/Q transmitter structure assumed in the studies [P1], [P3] and [P4], including 
the internal feedback loop and the adaptive digital predistorter (in serial configuration), is 
shown in Figure 5-1. The feedback loop involves downconversion to a low IF by a single mixer 




Figure 5-1: General transmitter structure based on direct I/Q upconversion, including the feedback loop 
and principle digital predistorter in serial configuration. 
(complex mixing is not required because the mirror band is empty), lowpass filtering, A/D 
conversion, followed by downconversion to baseband and lowpass filtering in the digital 
domain. A similar feedback structure was also used in [31] and [159]. Compared to using I/Q 
demodulation in the feedback loop, the single-mixer low-IF structure avoids any demodulator 
I/Q imbalances or DC offsets from corrupting the signal, while also halving the component 
count. Thus, a high precision observation of the PA or IQM output signal can be obtained, 
which is crucial for accurate estimation of the predistorter parameters. The price paid for 
using the low-IF structure is the doubling of the sampling rate for the sole ADC. In half 
duplexing systems, it may be possible to utilize the receiver part of the transceiver as the 
feedback receiver, while in full duplexing systems the feedback loop receiver needs to be 
separately built. 
The serial predistorter structure seen in Figure 5-1 is the conventional structure, assumed 
in principle in [P1]. It compensates for the impairments in the reversed order of appearance, 
and is a conceptually feasible structure. However, compared to a transmitter housing only 
pure adaptive PA predistortion, a second coupler and an RF switch are needed to guarantee 
the identifiability of the constituent predistorters. This raises material and design costs, as 
well as requires extra space. This observation was the initial motivation for the joint 
predistortion studies [P3] and [P4], which introduced a parallel predistortion structure, which 
is guaranteed to be identifiable using only a single observation of the PA output signal 
(switch always in position “RF2”).  
5.3 Digital Transmitter I/Q Imbalance Calibration 
The contributions related to digital calibration of TX I/Q imbalance from [P1] are reviewed. 
The techniques utilize the WL compensation structure given in (2.48) and shown in Figure 
2-10. In [P1], two alternative principles for predistorter parameter estimation are proposed, 
utilizing the internal feedback signal introduced above. The first estimation approach stems 
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from the second-order statistics of complex communication signals, while the second 
technique is based on widely-linear least-squares (WL-LS) model fitting. 
The baseband feedback signal, after A/D conversion, translation to baseband, and lowpass 
filtering is given as 
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where fbG , fbq , ( )fbh n  and fbt  denote the gain, phase, impulse response and delay of the 
feedback path, respectively, relative to the actual complex envelope of the I/Q modulator 
output signal ( )TXz n  [P1], [8], and sT  is the sample interval. In (5.1), 1, ( )TXg n =
1,( ) ( )fb
j
fb fb TXG e h n g n
q   and 2, ( )TXg n = 2,( ) ( )fbjfb fb TXG e h t g nq   denote the observable 
imbalance filters which contain also the feedback loop response. 
The techniques in [P1] aim to estimate the observable imbalance filters, and then 
calculate the compensator filter ( )TXw n  through solving the relation 
2, 1,( ) ( ) ( )TX TX TXg n g n w n+   0 n= " , which is the necessary condition for mitigating the 
conjugate signal term [P1]. Doing this, the effects of the feedback loop gain, phase and 
impulse response are in fact seen to cancel out, assuming that the time support of the model 
filters 1, ( )TXg n  and 2, ( )TXg n  is equal to (or greater than) the time support of the true system 
1,( ) ( )fb TXh n g n  [P1], [93]. Notice that the possible feedback delay fbt  can also be merged 
into the formal feedback loop filter ( )fbh t , because delay corresponds to an LTI filter. Thus 
overall, by having sufficiently long model filters in the estimation, the techniques presented in 
[P1] can tolerate any residual delay error9. This issue was discussed and verified with 
simulations in [93].  
5.3.1 Second-Order Statistics –Based Estimation 
Now, as described in [P1], the ordinary and complementary cross-correlations between 
the feedback signal ( )fby n  and the ideal transmit data ( )z n  can be used directly for 
identifying the observable imbalance filters 1, ( )TXg n  and 2, ( )TXg n . Assuming that the 
feedback signal ( )fby n  and the original transmit data signal ( )z n  are time-aligned, these 
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9 On the other hand, it  is  advantageous to estimate and remove the delay as accurately as possible,  in order to 
keep the model filters reasonably short. 
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where T( ) [ ( ), ( 1),..., ( 1)]gn z n z n z n N= - - +z , i =g T,1 ,2 ,[ ] , 1,2gi i i Ng g g i =  " , gN  is 
the length of the model filters, and HE[ ( ) ( )]z n n= z zG  is the autocorrelation matrix of the 
transmit signal. Further, in deriving (5.2), it has been assumed that the transmit signal ( )z n  is 




















   (5.3) 
The cross-correlations in (5.2) that are needed in evaluating (5.3) are in practice estimated 
from a finite sample of data through the natural sample estimates (in a similar manner as in 
(3.19) and (3.20)). The autocorrelation matrix has a specific structure, dependent on 
modulation format and pulse shape, hence it can be assumed to be known. Alternatively, it 
can also be estimated via the sample estimates. The estimates of 1,TXg  and 2,TXg  are 
subsequently used to calculate the predistorter filter as outlined above.  
5.3.2 Widely-Linear Least-Squares Estimation 
Another way to utilize the feedback signal in (5.1) for parameter estimation is to do least-
squares (LS) type model fitting, as described in [P1] or in [31]. First, for a measured data 
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where 1,TXg  and 2,TXg  are the 1gN ´  vector representations of the (unknown) observable 
imbalance filters, ( )nZ  is the convolution matrix formed from the transmit data samples 
(samples of ( )z n ), T( ) [ ( ), ( 1), , ( 1)]fb fb fb fbn y n y n y n L- - +y  ! . A linear LS solution for 






















where ( )b n
+Z  represents the pseudo-inverse of ( )b nZ  [51]. The convolution matrix of the 
input data ( )nZ , assuming covariance windowing, has the following form [8], [51] 
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Figure 5-2. The proposed parallel structure for the joint predistortion of PA nonlinearity, I/Q imbalance, 
and LO leakage. 
The predistortion filter can then be solved using 1,e TXg  and 2,e TXg  as described above and in 
[P1].  
Measurement-based studies in [68] and [93], focusing on the WL-LS solution, have 
verified that the technique is effective, yielding image rejections of at least 55-60 dB with 
commercial I/Q modulator chips. Recursive LS based implementations of the WL-LS 
estimator were also formulated and simulated in [93], along with measurements with the 
USRP/GNU-radio combo (see www.ettus.com and www.gnuradio.org for details on the 
USRP and GNU radio software). 
5.4 Joint Predistortion of Power Amplifier and I/Q Modulator Impairments 
The work in [P3] introduced a joint predistorter for PA nonlinearity, LO leakage, and I/Q 
mismatch. The serial PD structure seen in Figure 5-1 was used as the starting point, assuming 
the PA predistorter to be parallel Hammerstein (PH), and the I/Q predistorter a symmetric WL 
filter. An equivalent parallel structure was then derived that is fully linear with respect to its 
parameters, thus lending itself well to linear LS estimation. In [P3] a basic block LS solution 
to the estimation problem was derived, utilizing the indirect learning architecture (ILA). 
Adaptive estimation of the predistorter, based on recursive LS (RLS) estimation and the ILA, 
was proposed in [P4], along with different efficient training procedures. 
5.4.1 Predistorter Structure and Signal Model 
The final parallel predistorter structure derived in [P3] is shown in Figure 5-2. The input 
signal is processed with one PH nonlinearity, while the conjugate of the input signal is 
processed with another PH nonlinearity. The output of the predistorter is formally written as 
 ( ) ( )n n nz f x f x c* ¢= + +   (5.7) 
where the PH nonlinearities are defined as (see (2.61)) 
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and c ¢  is the LO leakage compensator coefficient. In (5.8), ,p nf  and ,q nf  are the (complex-
valued) impulse responses of ( )pF z  and ( )qF z , respectively, ( )p nxy  are the static 
nonlinearities of the model, which in this thesis are polynomial nonlinearities defined in 
(2.61), and PI  and QI  are the sets of used polynomial orders for the non-conjugate and 
conjugate PD, respectively (defined similarly as after (2.61)). The polynomial weights in 
(2.61) are generally fixed, so estimating the predistorter boils down to estimating the filter tap 
values ,p nf  and ,q nf . 
5.4.2 Predistorter Estimation 
The estimation of the predistorter coefficients is performed with the indirect learning 
architecture (ILA), shown in Figure 5-4, combined with LS estimation. The ILA enables 
direct estimation of the predistorter parameters without PA model identification and, when a 
suitable PD structure such as PH is utilized, doing so with completely linear estimation 
techniques.  
First, we define an ILA iteration as a single cycle of the following operations:  
1) transmitting a predistorted signal block of length N (in the first ILA iteration the 
predistorter is turned off),  
2) measuring the signal in the feedback loop and identifying the post-inverse of the PA, 
and 
3) plugging the post-inverse parameter estimates into the predistorter. 
The postdistorter coefficients in the identification step 2) are found as a solution to a selected 
optimization criterion, such as minimizing the least-squares error or mean-square error 
between the postdistorter output and the reference signal. For more information on the ILA, 
the interested reader is referred to [30], [32], [62], [92], [107], [151]. 
With reference to Figure 5-3, we denote the postdistorter input signal (the complex 
envelope of the scaled PA output) by ns , the postdistorter output signal by enz , and the 
training signal length by N. Assuming finite time spans for the filters ,p nf  and ,q nf , denoted 
respectively by pL  and qL , we can write the postdistorter output signal (5.7) in vector-matrix 
notation as 
 T T, ,e
P Q
n p n p q n q
p I q I
z c
Î Î
¢= + +å åf fy y . (5.9) 
Above, the filter impulse response vectors are given as  










Figure 5-3. The indirect learning architecture. ()H ×  denotes the PA nonlinear function, e( )P ×  is the 
estimate of the post-inverse of the PA, and ne  is the error signal that is to be minimized in estimation. 
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Notice that 1f  and 1f  are the linear filters of the predistorter, with respective lengths 1L  and 
1L , while pf  and pf , 1p >  are the polynomial filters. 
Now, a block of BN  samples of the observed signal ns  is collected, starting from sample 
index n=0 for notational convenience. The loop delay is also assumed to be estimated and 
removed from ns . The output vectors of the pth non-conjugate and qth conjugate predistorter 











Here pY  and qY  are the non-conjugate and conjugate polynomial basis matrices of orders p 
and q, constructed as convolution matrices of the filter input vectors (5.11) (see [P3], [51], 
[151]). 
Then, zero rows are added to the bottom of all pY  and qY  to make them of equal height. 
By collecting all the polynomial basis matrices into a single block matrix, and appending it 
with a vector of all-ones (denoted 1 ) to account for the LO leakage compensator, we obtain 
the complete data matrix 
 1 2 1 2[ ]P Q= 1" "Y Y Y Y Y Y Y . (5.13) 
Finally, stacking the filter impulse responses in (5.10) and the LO leakage compensator 
coefficient into a single vector as 
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TT T T T T T
1 2 1 2P Q cé ù¢= ê úë ûf f f f f f f" " , (5.14) 
we can write the complete postdistorter output vector as 
 e =z fY . (5.15) 
Using (5.9)-(5.15), and denoting the corresponding reference signal vector by =z  
T
1 2[ , ,..., ,0,..., 0]BNz z z  (appended with max( , )p qL L  zeros), the LS estimation problem is 
constructed as finding that parameter vector ef  which minimizes the cost function 
2e( )J = -f z z , yielding the well-known LS solution [51]  
 H 1 He ( )LS -=f zY Y Y . (5.16) 
In practical implementations, numerical methods like QR decomposition or singular value 
decomposition (SVD) can be used to implement the pseudo-inverse ( H 1 H( )-Y Y Y ) 
calculations.  
Alternatively to the block LS solution, a recursive LS estimator can be used, as was 
proposed in [P4]. There, the RLS estimation rule corresponding to the previous LS solution 
was formulated, and different training schemes were proposed to effectively combine the RLS 
learning rule and indirect learning. The RLS algorithm and its variants are much more 
amenable to practical implementation on an FPGA or ASIC compared to block solutions, due 
to them avoiding any matrix inverse or pseudo-inverse calculations. Denoting the RLS 
iteration index by 1,2,..., Bi N= , a single update cycle of the recursive learning rule can be 
formulated as [P4] 
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Here ( ) ( ,:)i i=v Y  denotes the i -th row of the previous data matrix Y  in (5.13), ( )if  
denotes the pre-distortion parameter vector estimate at iteration i , ( ) id i z=  denotes the 
reference signal value at iteration i , and l  is the internal memory of the algorithm, often 
called the forgetting factor. For more details on the recursive training procedure, please refer 
to [P4], and on recursive learning rules in general, see, e.g., [51].  
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Figure 5-4. Simulated IRR vs. frequency curves for the direct-conversion transmitter case with different 
pre-distortion filters using the widely-linear least-squares model fitting approach. 
5.5 Simulation and Measurement Examples 
5.5.1 Digital Transmitter I/Q Calibration 
The performance of the WL-LS compensation algorithm is demonstrated with computer 
simulations and with laboratory RF signal measurements. Both zero-IF and low-IF input 
signals are considered. In all the simulations and measurements, the imbalance estimator filter 
length gN  is fixed to 3-taps, and the pre-distortion filter length ( WN ) is either 1, 2, or 3 taps.  
The simulation example corresponds to a zero-IF transmitter with 64-QAM single-carrier 
signal with 9 MHz bandwidth and 40 MHz sample rate in the digital front-end. The I/Q mixer 
imbalance values used in the simulations are 1.03g =  and 3f = D , and the impulse 
responses of frequency selective I and Q branches are [0.99, 0.1]TI = -h  and 
[0.98, 0.07]TQ = -h , respectively. This represents a practical case and corresponds to an 
overall IRR of approximately 25-35 dB without compensation, as shown in Figure 5-4 
(‘Front-end’). The achieved IRR including pre-distortion is also plotted in the figure as a 
function of frequency after averaging 100 independent simulation runs. In this simulation, in 
the feedback loop, we use 10,000 samples of the original and imbalanced signals to calculate 
the predistortion filter coefficients using the WL-LS method described earlier. The simulation 
results indicate a clear improvement in the obtained mirror frequency attenuation for a pre-
distortion filter of 3-taps, reaching and IRR level in the order of 75-80dB, which is surely 
enough for any practical transmitter deployment.  
In the measurement example, we use standard state-of-the-art signal generation and 
analysis devices in a radio signal laboratory environment. The transmitter topology 
used is low-IF transmitter with 7.5 MHz waveform bandwidth and 4.5 MHz transmitter IF.  
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Figure 5-5. Measured I/Q modulator output without and with I/Q pre-distortion, (a) without pre-distortion 
(b) with 1-tap pre-distortion filter, (c) with 2-tap pre-distortion filter, (d) with 3-tap pre-distortion filter. 
The modulation method used is again 64-QAM with root-raised cosine pulse-shaping. The 
basic sample rate in the transmitter digital front-end is 72 MHz. The actual RF frequency 
range is 1.5 GHz. 20,000 samples of the original and feedback data are used for pre-distortion 
coefficient estimation. The obtained transmitter RF spectrum is depicted in Figure 5-5. 
Clearly, the mirror-frequency component is well-attenuated, reaching 55-60 dB measured IRR 
level with the 3-tap predistorter. 
5.5.2 Joint Predistortion of PA Nonlinearity, LO Leakage, and I/Q Mismatch 
The first simulation example tests the RLS algorithm on the single-carrier frequency division 
multiple access (SC-FDMA) waveforms of LTE uplink 10 MHz mode [1], [2]. The signal is 
occupying subcarriers +101 through to +300, thus having a bandwidth of about 3 MHz around 
an IF of 3 MHz. The amplifier model is the Rapp solid-state amplifier model with smoothness 
parameter p=1.5, while input back-off from the 1-dB compression point is about 1 dB. The 
PD is 9th/5th order with filter lengths 4, 4, 4, 3, 3pL =  and 4, 3, 3qL = , and it is trained with 
500 RLS recursions within each ILA iteration. Figure 5-6 shows the PSD of the PA output 
without and with PD, plotted after the 10th ILA iteration, averaged over 100 realizations. The 
operation of the I/Q imbalance and LO leakage compensators are seen clearly since the MFI 
and LO leakage signal both fall outside the desired signal band. The proposed PD is able to 
push the spectral regrowth, mirror frequency interference and LO leakage considerably down, 
in a way that practically no distortion is visible in the PSD. The memoryless joint PD is able 
to mitigate the spectral regrowth due to the (memoryless) PA nonlinearity successfully, as 
well as the LO leakage, but cannot mitigate the MFI fully. The plain PH PD can also mitigate 
the LO leakage and part of the spectral regrowth, but naturally fails to do anything to the MFI. 
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Figure 5-6. Output spectra of the power amplifier with ideal linear amplification, the Rapp PA model 
(p=1.5, IBO=1dB) without predistortion and with the proposed joint PA and I/Q predistorter. Compared 
with the plain parallel Hammerstein PD [30] ([15] in figure legend) and the memoryless joint PA/IQ PD 
from [72] ([11] in figure legend). SC-FDMA 16-QAM signal with pulse shaping, and feedback SNR=60 
dB. 500 samples used for coefficient estimation at each ILA iteration. 
 
 
Figure 5-7. Spectra of measured amplifier output signals, averaged over 10 independent measurements. 
OFDM signals according to LTE downlink specifications, with 600 active subcarriers out of 1024 and 15 
kHz subcarrier spacing. PD orders are 9th/5th. In the figure legend, [15] corresponds to [30], and [11] to 
[72] in the current manuscript. 
The measurement example consists of an OFDM signal with 600 active subcarriers (out 
of 1024), with a spacing of 15 kHz, thus corresponding to a fully loaded 3GPP LTE downlink 
signal in 10 MHz mode [2]. The signal is oversampled by 4 and then filtered before 
upconverting to 2.1 GHz carrier frequency. Predistorter is 9th/5th order with filter lengths of 
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5, 4, 3,2,2pL =  and 5, 3, 3qL = , and it is trained with 1,500 RLS recursions in each ILA 
iteration. Figure 5-7 shows the PSD of the PA output without PD, with the reference 
techniques, and with the proposed PD structure after the 10th iteration (10 ILA cycles), 
averaged over 10 independent measurements. Clear performance improvement over the 
uncompensated case and the reference techniques can be obtained with the proposed method. 
The new joint PA/IQ PD yields 15-20 dB improvement in ACPR compared to the “Nonlinear 






Chapter 6  
Summary 
This thesis deals with modeling and digital compensation of the effects of analog circuit 
impairments in direct-conversion receivers and transmitters. Specifically, the modeling and 
mitigation of transmitter and receiver I/Q imbalances at the source, and the joint modeling and 
predistortion of transmitter I/Q imbalance, LO leakage, and PA nonlinearity, are addressed. 
The modeling and compensation developments rely heavily on the use of widely-linear signal 
models, which are augmented linear-conjugate-linear models that take into account the 
complex conjugate of the signal as well. Such signal models arise naturally in the presence of 
I/Q imbalance, and are paramount for the understanding of I/Q imbalance and its interactions 
with the other impairments, and also lend themselves for constructing intuitive and effective 
compensator structures. The compensation of these impairments is performed in the digital 
front-end of the transmitter or receiver, as a last processing step before the DAC or the first 
step after the ADC, respectively. 
The main findings and results of this thesis are summarized in the following. In [P2], 
[P5]-[P7], several novel algorithms for compensating both frequency-selective and frequency-
independent I/Q mismatches in direct-conversion receivers were developed (as summarized in 
Chapter 4 of this manuscript). The second-order statistics of receiver front-end signals under 
impairments related to the circuit implementation and the radio channel, and their relevance in 
terms of receiver I/Q mismatch compensation, were analyzed in [P2], [P8] (reviewed in 
Chapter 3). The concept of time-average properness, which is essential for analyzing and 
fully understanding the second-order statistics of cyclostationary signals under I/Q 
imbalances, was established in Chapter 3 (Definition 3-1), followed by a very intuitive 
frequency-domain interpretation of time-average properness. A method and algorithm was 
developed for the estimation and predistortion of frequency-selective I/Q mismatch in DCTs 
[P1] (summarized in Chapter 5). The first ever predistortion structure for the joint 
compensation of frequency-selective power amplifier nonlinearity, I/Q mismatch, and LO 
leakage in direct-conversion transmitters was developed in [P3]. Such a joint structure is 
needed to simplify the hardware that is required for its estimation, and to guarantee the 
identifiability of the predistorter. Furthermore, estimation algorithms and procedures for 
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training the previous predistorter structure were derived in [P3], [P4], as summarized in 
Chapter 5. 
All the compensation techniques introduced in this thesis, and outlined above, are in 
principle applicable with almost any type of communication signals, whether they are single-
carrier or multi-carrier signals, single-user or multi-user signals, or sums of such signals. They 
are practically independent of modulation format, and can also be applied in multi-antenna 
systems to each antenna subsystem separately. None of the proposed algorithms requires 
dedicated training data, but they utilize the regular transmitted/received signals for their 
learning. Furthermore, the receiver-based algorithms are robust against most of the other 
system impairments, and are in fact benefiting from some of them. The techniques are 
therefore very generally applicable, and waveform and standard independent. Due to their 
nature, they can in principle be applied in any type of wireless transceiver that employs the 
direct-conversion principle, provided of course that the application at hand benefits from the 
extra processing in terms of improved performance, lower production costs, and/or lower 
power consumption. Notable example application platforms are basestation and mobile 
transceivers for cellular networks, broadcast transmitters, and future software-defined, 
flexible, multi-standard radio terminals, targeted for example for cognitive radio. 
The functionality and performance of the algorithms was verified with extensive 
simulations and laboratory radio signal measurements, exhibiting very good performance 
under variable signals and system conditions. Altogether, the results demonstrate that the 
proposed techniques provide efficient and robust DSP based solutions for the analog 
implementation impairments in question, thus facilitating the implementation of wideband, 
multi-standard, flexible, yet low-cost radio devices for current as well as emerging wireless 
systems. 
Several potential avenues for further research in the area have emerged as a result of the 
thesis work. The role of cyclic statistics in analysis and compensation of I/Q imbalances, as 
well as other RF impairments, is worth investigating in more detail. Exploring the 
possibilities of using higher order statistics and higher order circularity in analyzing and 
compensating for I/Q imbalances is another potentially fruitful research direction. The 
possibilities of utilizing circularity for combating other impairments, such as dynamic DC 
offset, should also be explored. Further development of the circularity-based receiver 
algorithms, as well as their analytical performance evaluation, are also interesting topics for 
future work. Developing the transmitter predistortion algorithms further, as well as looking 
into a joint PAPR reduction and digital predistortion solution, are other possible future study 
items. Finally, the emergence of cognitive radio represents a huge challenge for the overall 
transceiver design. There, the need for digitally-enhanced or assisted RF front-ends is obvious 
and almost inevitable, and will open up many possibilities for innovative solutions on both 
sides of the A/D interface. 
Epilogue 
This thesis was concerned with digitally-enhanced transmitters and receivers for wireless 
communications applications. The general goal was to develop practical and computationally 
efficient digital algorithms for compensating the deleterious effects of certain circuit 
impairments that are related to the implementation of direct-conversion receivers and 
transmitters. The direct-conversion radio, while simple in structure and integrable on a single 
chip, suffers from several performance degrading circuit impairments, such as I/Q imbalance, 
DC offsets, LO leakage, nonlinearities, and interactions between these impairments. 
The potential of DSP in solving these issues has been demonstrated in the last 10-15 years 
time and again, by researchers in our group as well as by many others. However, it is only 
through interaction and cooperation between traditional RF design and digital front-end signal 
processing, that the true value and benefit of digital signal processing in combating radio 
front-end impairments can be fully realized. This cooperation should exist in many levels, 
from academic research to the actual design and implementation of digitally-enhanced radio 
front-ends. A simple analogue from optimization theory states, that solving two interrelated 
optimization problems separately generally leads to a suboptimum solution. A joint 
optimization procedure is needed to find the optimum solution. This is exactly what designing 
a radio front-end is – a highly complex and nonlinear optimization problem, involving 
optimizing both the analog and digital circuits. But because of the complexity of the design 
rules, technologies, and interactions between the physical and the digital world, this has not 
been attempted. 
For the above to realize, we must bridge the gap between the two R&D communities, in a 
way that the people working on the “dirty” side of the analog-to-digital (A/D) interface also 
understand and grasp the potential of DSP in solving real circuit implementation related 
problems. On the other hand, we (the digital guys) need to have a better understanding of 
analog electronics and its possibilities, and to realize that not everything can be post-corrected 
in the digital domain.  
Cognitive radio devices will be the ultimate test to transceiver design and implementation, 
especially in terms of the linearity of the receiver. There, due to the extremely wide 
bandwidths in the order of several GHz seen by the radio front-end, the presence of powerful 
blocking signals will be more the rule than the exception, and extreme linearity would be 
required from the radio front-end. On the other hand, purely digital techniques for impairment 
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mitigation, especially for the receiver nonlinearities, are not realistic in the foreseeable future 
due to limitations of A/D converters and the needed processing power. Therefore, so-called 
hybrid techniques, or digitally-assisted calibration of the RF modules, will likely play a 
significant role in cognitive radio, and research in that direction is currently ongoing. This line 
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